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T

here are many reasons why people choose to get involved in the
foodservice industry and I think it is safe to say that for the vast
majority of us, it is a love of food. Sure, a passion for people, providing
excellent service and yes, even making money, are all good reasons for being
in this industry. But love of food tops them all.
Each year, the “who’s-who” of the foodservice industry in Canada makes
the trek to Toronto for the Restaurants Canada Show. With its astounding
array of exhibitors, workshops, demonstrations and star-studded
presentations, this annual industry showcase has always revolved around the
central theme of food. Preparing, serving, marketing, packaging,
manufacturing and, of course, tasting food are the focal points of the Show.
With this in mind, this issue of Canadian Restaurant & Foodservice News
is also all about the food. From our cover story on the art and science of menu
development, to our spectacular lineup of regular columns and special
features, CRFN brings you the information and insights you need to help
improve your business, including:
• An exploration of Canadians’ love for the perennial favourite, pizza;
• A comprehensive cost analysis of special events by catering expert Sandy
Korem;
• A look at how consumers are lapping up new trends and flavours in yogurt;
• How to plan and design healthy menus for your pint-sized patrons by
culinary nutritionist Sandra Brunton;
• Top tips for packaging popular menu items for the retail market by product
development expert Winnie Chiu, and;
• How one Toronto restaurant is offering up both its food and its community
values through a unique communication process.
On the beverage front, CRFN has a spirited mixology column from
Toronto bartending instructor Rob Berry who revisits some classic cocktails
with a twist, along with a profile of bar industry consultant and popular host
of TV’s Bar Rescue, Jon Taffer.
So if it’s food you’re after, stop by some of the outstanding restaurant
suppliers at this year’s Show to see what’s on the menu. And when your tired
feet need a break, find a comfy seat at the Restaurants Canada pavilion and
take some time to peruse this special 2015 Show edition of CRFN.
Enjoy the issue and enjoy the Show!
Cheers for now,

Sean Moon
Managing Editor
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ANJAN
MANIKUMAR

FOUNDER
AND PRESIDENT,
SIGNS RESTAURANT
By Steven Chester
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Empowering
the Deaf
Community

CANADIAN TRAILBLAZER

Anjan Manikumar’s idea for his one-of-a-kind concept featuring an all-Deaf
service staff came during encounters with a regular guest at a restaurant he
previously managed.
“This guest used to come to my
restaurant all the time and ordered food
by pointing at items on the menu. I felt he
wasn’t receiving good service,” explains
Manikumar. “So I tried to learn some
basic sign language. I went on Google
and searched for signs that said ‘How are
you?’ and ‘Nice to meet you’ and tried it
with him when he came back. He was
delighted to see me sign. Then I thought
wow, it would be really fun to have a
restaurant staffed with Deaf people.”
At 16 years old, Manikumar cruised
into the foodservice industry via a
Burger King drive-thru, working the
window there before becoming a
dishwasher at another restaurant. Prep
work, cooking jobs and service positions
followed at various operations. He then
held managerial positions at A&W,
Burger King and Boston Pizza. He
completed his MBA at Toronto’s Ryerson
University in 2012, with an emphasis on
entrepreneurship.
MEETING THE CHALLENGE

When he opened SIGNS Restaurant in
downtown Toronto this past July,
building a bridge between Deaf staff
and the hearing public was his first
challenge. Upon entering the restaurant,
guests are welcomed by a hearing
hostess who explains the basics. The
menus are designed with American
Sig n L a ng uage (A SL) a nd a re
accompanied by a “cheat book” that
shows patrons basic conversational sign
language along with allergy-related or
other menu-item modifications. Servers
are equipped with iPads so that
customers can review their order.
When it came time to staff the restaurant,
Manikumar reached out to the Bob
Rumball Centre for the Deaf and the
Canadian Hearing Society for help. The job
postings quickly garnered 300 applicants.
“We found out that 80 per cent of Deaf
p e ople a re unemploye d or
underemployed,” says Manikumar.
“Some of them told me stories about how
they were working as dishwashers or
janitors for a couple of years, and when
the business closed down they’ve been
jobless for many years. This is one of the
reasons why we felt it’s a great opportunity,

a great incentive to showcase their talents
when otherwise they wouldn’t have had
the opportunity to do so.”
SEASONAL MENU

The cuisine at the 150-seat restaurant is
contemporary, and the atmosphere is
casual. All food is made in-house from
scratch, including all salad dressings, the
breads, French fries, desserts, and much
of the food is sourced locally. Favourites
include Butternut Squash Ravioli and
Venison Shepherd’s Pie, and several
vegetarian and vegan dishes are offered
such as Sri Lankan Vegan Chick Pea
Curry. The menu changes seasonally as
ingredients become available.
Manikumar stresses the importance of
his star chef, Marc Breton, to the
restaurant’s success.
“He used to work as a chef for the
Gladstone Hotel, and I think he’s fantastic.

“It’s not fair that a company can be
turning away somebody with a disability,
or their family and friends who use a
wheelchair. We want to ensure that we
are all-inclusive and accessible and set
an example. The 2015 Pan Am and Para
Pan American Games are coming to the
city soon, and thousands of tourists
requiring accessibility will be coming to
our city, and we have to show them that
Toronto is accessible.”
DIFFERENTIATION IS KEY

Asked if he has any business tips for
restaurateurs looking to start their own
b u si n e s s , M a n i k u m a r st r e s s e s
differentiation.
“I think it’s very important, from a
business perspective, to have an
understanding of what the restaurant’s
concept is,” explains Manikumar. “The
focus on food is very important, but it’s also

“Our restaurant spreads a message of what Toronto is
truly about — one of the most culturally diverse cities
in the world and we intend to build on that premise.”
He loves the fact that we’re cooking
everything in house from scratch.”
With an eye to the future, Manikumar
sees SIGNS becoming a tourist
destination, as 60 to 70 per cent of the
guests are international.
FIGHT FOR ACCESSIBILITY

Surprisingly, considering its concept, the
biggest challenge right now for the
business is its accessibility. The busy
location at Yonge and Wellesley in
downtown Toronto leaves little room for
a wheelchair ramp. After checking with
the city, Manikumar had a temporary
ramp installed and was quickly asked to
take it down by the city as it infringes on
sidewalk space. The highly publicized
battle has played out in the Toronto
media, and at the time of this writing, the
ramp is still up.
“It is an issue we have in terms of
accessibility and because we really want to
be a business which doesn’t discriminate
against anybody,” Manikumar explains.

important to have a good concept. In
Toronto we have over 10,000 restaurants.
The level of competition is phenomenally
high, so the restaurant should have some
sort of strength that sets itself apart from
the others.”
While once a competitive table tennis
and chess player, the 28-year-old bachelor
has put his interests aside while launching
the restaurant, though he does spend
some spare time organizing events for
Ryerson alumni. He doesn’t see his
passion subsiding any time in the future.
“We are more than a business. We are
an all-inclusive business. We truly
believe that regardless of a person’s race,
sexual orientation or disability, we
treat them as guests,” says Manikumar.
“We feel it is important to understand
that these are our core values. Our
restaurant spreads a message of what
Toronto is truly about, which is the
fact that it is one of the most culturally
diverse cities in the world and we
intend to build on that premise.”
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MAKING MONEY

Second

THOUGHTS

When it comes to assessing your promos,
slow and thoughtful wins the race
By Denis Hancock

æ

Most restaurants have a pretty good idea what their best-selling
menu items are — often what the restaurant is known for or the
items that receive the most positive feedback. But beyond this,
many restaurants play a bit of a guessing game – whether it’s for
the rest of the core menu, or the special promotions. There are ways
to greatly reduce the guesswork – and the mistakes. And often the key
is simply avoiding the temptation to jump to conclusions.
Let’s use promotions as an example. It is
very easy to fall into the trap of one metric
– such as same restaurant sales (SRS)
growth year-over-year – shaping everyone’s
opinion on whether a promotion worked or
not. After all the work that goes into
launching a promo, who doesn’t love to see,
for example, +5 per cent SRS growth (and
give themselves a pat on the back)? And
what marketer doesn’t hate walking into
weekly review meeting with a flat SRS for a
promotion they’d pushed so hard to launch?
In both cases, before anyone gets too
excited or despondent, a clear analysis of
what happened is required. Here are a few
simple questions to get started:
1. How did the overall market do during
the promotion?
2. What promotions (if any) were running
at the same time last year that we’re
comparing against?
3. Was there a difference in marketing
strategy – and particularly advertising
spend?
OVERALL MARKET

While +5 per cent SRS growth might
sound great and send everyone down to the
bar to celebrate, if the market was up 10 per
cent it can actually be a terrible result. On
the flip side, if the market is down
substantially a flat SRS growth number can
be a great achievement. The big challenge
here is that getting good market data often
takes time (i.e. two to three months). In
today’s fast-paced environment, many
people don’t like to wait that long.

CONCURRENT PROMOTIONS

Let’s say two promotions ran in 2013
– one was a star, and one was a dog.
Then you ran two promotions in
2014 – one during the time period the
“star” was running last year, and one
during the period the “dog” was in
market. A great promotion up against
last year’s star could end up looking
bad from a growth perspective, while
an OK promotion up against last
year’s dog could look really good.
Similarly, many restaurants have to
be wary of when a promotion is up
against a “dead time” from the
previous year. That sales growth
might look really good, but in those
conditions many other promotions
could likely do just as well.
MARKETING STRATEGY

While it’s notoriously hard to assess
the impact of every advertising dollar
(shades of “I know half of my
advertising spend is wasted, I just don’t
which half.”), if you don’t account for
significant changes your promo
evaluation can end up being less about
how good the idea was, and more about
how much was spent communicating it.
Make sure those two don’t get confused,
even if you can’t nail down a specific

number — it’s better to be roughly
right than precisely wrong.
The general message here is to resist
that urge to jump to judgment too
quickly – whether it’s understanding
which promotions were truly good, or
which menu items should be cut (or
better communicated). Take your time,
gather the information you need, and
conduct a thoughtful and thorough
analysis of what’s happened over the
last year for example — and ideally
re-visit earlier years as well. You’ll often
be amazed at how your perspective on
how things actually performed changes.
This is particularly important for
things people think went well – many
people will go out of their way to justify
different external factors for why
something didn’t work, and not account
for those same factors when it looks like
something did.
And finally, make sure that information
is shared (and discussed) throughout
the organization on a regular basis. If
you don’t, those SRS numbers taken out
of context will dominate what many
people think did and didn’t work in the
past – they have a way of sticking
around. And as that plays out, great
menu items and promos might be
discarded, while bad ones linger on.

Denis Hancock is Director of Consumer Insights at BrandSpark International, a leading
brand, marketing, and product innovation research company with over 10 years experience
in the restaurant industry.
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Tomato Soup
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Campbell’s® Verve®
Wicked Thai-Style Soup
with Chicken

SIMPLIFIED
Satisfying every appetite is no simple task. That’s where we come in. Campbell’s® Classic,
Signature and Verve® soups make it easy to serve amazing flavour in every bowl – with
timeless favourites, on-trend options and uniquely indulgent creations.
To explore Campbell’s® Classic, Signature and Verve® soups,
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SCOTT
BAGSHAW

Chef/Owner, Enoteca and Deseo Bistro
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Education: Double Major in Sociology and
Criminology/ Post graduate in Education
20 years cooking, on and off, 12 years as a chef.

Tell us a bit about your background in the
foodservice industry.

Q&A

I started out as a dishwasher when I was 15,
and worked my way onto prep, then to the
line. This was my high school job. I was green
and knew nothing of the realities of the
restaurant industry. I worked there for three
years then took a break from cooking while in
university. I got back in the game working the
line at a couple of restaurants, then moved to
England for a year. I was accepted to the
Education program in Wollongong, Australia
and got back on the line to cover university
expenses. I graduated and then taught for six
months, but hated it and got back on the line.
This is when I really started to enjoy cooking.
Eventually I was hired on as head chef of a
modern Vietnamese bistro and this is where
things started to happen. I got some national
recognition, then moved back to Winnipeg
after three years as my visa was expiring.
I started at the bottom again in Winnipeg
and worked my butt off. I got hired on as sous
chef at Sydney's at the Forks, and took over as
head chef two years later. I left there after
another two years to be head chef at Pizzeria
Gusto, where I spent two years then left in a
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ball of flames. I started my own spot, the first
incarnation of Deseo Bistro at the Royal
Albert Arms, a local punk bar and hotel.
Things went great, then the restaurant got
flooded out. I started again at the current
location, which has been operating now for
almost four years. We opened Enoteca six
months ago.
What are your earliest memories of cooking?

My earliest memories of cooking were of my
father. My mom was a horrible cook, my dad
loved food — cheese, seafood, lots of meat. He
cooked dinner every night of my time living with
them. He calls me up now asking for recipes and
ideas for things he gets at the market.
How would you describe your restaurants?

Modern French American; laid back, but still
incredibly professional and informed. You
know your stuff and work your ass off if you
work for me.
If you knew you were eating your last meal, what
would you have?

Bacon sandwich with brown sauce.

CHEF Q&A

What is your philosophy about food?

I am a French technique enthusiast. You need to take
your time with food, treat it with respect, be very
deliberate in everything you do, and it has to taste
f*&#ing good.
Where do you go to dine out?

Lots of Vietnamese — I love pho. Segovia tapas bar is
just down the street from where I live — (Chef) Adam
Donnelly is great.
What is your favourite ingredient?

I love black garlic and bacon. I am on a bit of a foie gras
kick right now.
Who were your biggest influences for becoming a chef?

It sounds cliché but Anthony Bourdain and Kitchen
Confidential were huge influences on me; knowing that I
was not alone in the world and that other people felt the
same way about food as I did.

What are the essential ingredients for success in the foodservice
industry today?

Hard f*&#%ng work. Can’t say enough about it. I work 90
hours a week to ensure that my restaurants are running
how I need them to be running. And never stop learning.
You need to be able to be fluid in this industry.
Which cooking technique or tool is a favourite of yours right
now, and why?

If you knew you were going to be exiled to a desert island, what three
ingredients or food items would take with you?

Low and slow has always been a favourite technique of mine.

The island would be me, Nagano Pork, Burgundy red,
olive oil.

What is your favourite food combination right now?

What do you think is the most overrated food trend right now?

The whole farm-to-table movement. Especially here in
Manitoba, where we have three months of solid
growing, which produces some incredible produce, but
then what?

Duck breast, smoked potato, cherry, foie gras torchon,
pickled carrot. It is a heart attack, so decadent, but hits on
so many different levels.
Do you have any culinary guilty pleasures?

I will splurge on sustainable Osetra caviars every now and
then and smother it on toasted sour dough with crème
fraiche. It is like a $30 snack — I earned it.

What do you think is the most underrated food trend?

Acknowledging the incredible influence of French
cuisine on almost every aspect of the restaurant
industry. I love the French, their food, their wine, their
women, not necessarily in that order.

What are some of the most interesting or unique challenges of being a
restaurateur and chef?

Is there any type of cuisine that you would like to experiment with?

What advice would you have for aspiring new chefs as they enter the
industry?

The whole Icelandic movement is interesting to me but I
feel it could only truly be grasped by being there.

The division between the creative enfant terrible and the
responsible bean-counting bureaucrat.

Shut up and work.
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RAISING THE BAR

Classics

REVISITED

Shaking up old favourites with new flavours
By Rob Berry

æ

Classic cocktails are back with a twist. Bartenders are using flavoured bitters,
flavoured syrups, seasonal and exotic fruits and vegetables to infuse these
classic drinks. Making signature cocktails with in-house infused spirits,
fresh fruits, fresh juices, herbs and whatever is seasonal are some of
today’s hottest cocktail trends.

We can also thank television — retro
shows such as Mad Men — for bringing back
the classic cocktails of old. Whiskey cocktails
like the Manhattan, Boulevardier or Old
Fashioned are very popular right now. What
we're teaching and doing in our hands-on
workshops and classes at The Bartending
School of Ontario (BSO) is to change the
base liquors in these classic cocktails by
adding bitters and simple syrups. A good
example is changing a bourbon to tequila, (or
any liquor base) while using one to three
different types of bitters.
SWEET IDEAS

Simple syrup was around long before
grenadine and now we are adding to the
sugar/water mix fruits, vegetables and
various flavourings like honey, ginger and
rosemary. We are just getting into tea made
into cocktails. A meeting with Toronto-based
tea specialist Tea Squared has given us an
opportunity to work with some amazing teas
(150 flavours) and produce a variety of
simple syrups, along with hot tea and iced tea
cocktails. This has opened the eyes of
bartenders and mixologists to get creative
and produce unique signature cocktails for
their establishments.
Bitters have been up and coming and a lot
of establishments are making their own. In
the BSO’s kitchen we have tried our hand at
making a few different bitters recipes and

have been impressed with the results.
Working with various bitters gives a cocktail
a lot of body and depth. While tending bar for
members of the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) during the hunt for the next
city for the Pan Am games here in Toronto,
we served Cuba Libres with bitters added,
much to the delight of the IOC guests. It has
been said that bitters is to cocktails as salt is to
food. In other words, without bitters your rum
and Coke is just a rum and Coke.
ADDS WOW FACTOR

While working with various companies
such as Cineplex VIP Lounge, we have
had them bring in bitters for that “wow”
factor in cocktails. Who would have
thought that getting a good Manhattan in
a movie theatre would even be a
possibility? Even when a customer says “I
just want a screwdriver,” why not dash
some orange bitters in it? Make it the best
screwdriver they have ever had!
Testing bartenders’ and mixologists’
imaginations while using exotic fruits,
vegetables, herbs and spices in cocktails is
helping to bring new flavours and trends for
2015. The BSO offers various workshops, one
of which is a Mystery Box bartending

workshop that is open to bartenders,
mixologists and the public. We use one or
two main secret ingredients and the
challenge is to think outside the box and
invent a tasty libation. Using smoking guns
to infuse cocktails with hickory or smoked
apple wood, for example, was a big surprise
to the public. The maple liquors and
liqueurs taste great when they are smoked.
A TASTE OF HOME

Among other trends, flavoured vodkas
are being taken over by flavoured
brown spirits and, being Canadian, we
have to mention that Canadian Whiskey
with maple just makes you feel at home.
We have also been seeing more women
drinking whiskey, whether straight up
or in mixed cocktails, leaving behind
the sweet cocktails. Aperol, Fernet
Branca and a large group of aperitifs
have also entered the cocktail world.
Finally, adding ingredients like hibiscus
waters or elderflower cordials, today’s
bartenders are creating more lowalcohol and low-calorie options by
adding more natural, fresh ingredients
and keeping things simple.
It is a great time to be a bartender. With
so many timeless, classic cocktails and a bit
of imagination we are now creating the
next wave of classic cocktails.

Rob Berry and Diana Roberts are the owners of The Bartending School of Ontario, dedicated to providing
bar owners, managers and students with the skills and expertise necessary to succeed in the hospitality
industry. The B.S.O. has been voted #1 Career College & Private Vocational School by Toronto Sun Readers
seven years in a row. For more information, call 416-466-7847 or visit www.bartendingcanada.ca.
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Tonight, serve an evening
they’ll remember forever...
Tonight they are yours. To enchant. To delight. To wow.
Only Mirabel offers the consistent and exacting quality
shrimp you demand from sustainable sources worldwide.
Bring them back with a meal they’ll remember.
1.800.387.7422 highlinerfoodservice.com
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TECHNOLOGY

Going

MOBILE

E-wallet options for restaurateurs
By Don Gray

æ

Barely a day goes by without another article on mobile payments and how
they are going to change our lives. Promises of a phone that carries all our
credit cards, gift cards and loyalty cards in one electronic wallet abound.
But the fact is, most merchants do not have the POS infrastructure to
accept transactions from these wallets.

The reality of a universal wallet as
contemplated by consumers, merchants
and phone manufacturers of every stripe
is far in the future. The acquiring banks
used by most merchants are still trying
to figure out what device will be used to
read this magic wallet. Many are
struggling to integrate a standard
payment terminal to a POS system, let
alone one that will read a bar code or
NFC signal from a cell phone.
Having said that, young and young-atheart consumers love their phones, and
the more they can do with these
increasingly capable devices the happier
they will be. How can today’s restaurateur
take advantage of this technology
without having to wait for their acquiring
bank to come up with a reader for a
credit card attached to a cell phone - and
who should even bother trying?
THE LOYALTY CARD SOLUTION

The answer lies in stored-value cards and
loyalty accounts tied to those stored-value
cards. This system is what the oft-quoted
Starbucks program uses. The hardware cost
to implement is a relatively inexpensive bar
code reader attached to your POS system.
Frequent clients can use this service as a
payment method and also earn points. If
funds are loaded onto this account using
today’s EFT or Interac network, the
processing costs to the merchants can be
significantly reduced.
Once a service provider is on board to
assist, the merchant can then focus on the
offer to their client — ideas such as:

• Load the wallet and get a free appetizer
next visit
• Earn points for all spends using the
wallet – remember, using this wallet and
online Interac to load it saves substantial
credit card costs so you will have margin
to work with
• Surprise and delight awards – randomly
select a wallet user for a free meal
• Refer a friend program
The list is long and almost any creative
idea can be implemented with an agile
POS partner integrated with a superior
gift and loyalty service.
BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES

The wallet itself can be branded for the
merchant. Using today’s new HTML5
responsive web design (used for many
popular Wordpress themes) the wallet
does not have to be an expensive, hard-tomaintain app downloaded from one of the
phone supplier app stores. It can be a
simple mobile website that has the same
look and feel as your desktop website. This
allows consumers to go onto the merchant
site and securely load the account and
spend with their phone.
One of the major concerns with such a
system is security, so it is important that the
merchant use a service provider that is PCI
level 1 certified and follow best practices to
ensure their POS systems are also secure

and compliant. It’s best to keep the funds on
hand low. Any process to add funds must
have security protocols such as two-factor
authentication, which is straightforward
using today’s sophisticated phones and
secure websites.
The day will come when we have a
universal wallet that can be used at all
merchants that currently accept credit cards.
However, that wallet will do nothing to help
the merchant attract, retain and delight their
customers. It will simply be another costly
payment mechanism that merchants will
have to pay for. If merchants can demonstrate
to customers the benefits of paying with
their phone, getting promotions on their
phone, and using today’s technology now,
customers will carve out space on their
phones for a merchant-specific wallet.
You can easily explore an integrated
payments and CRM solution by working
with your gift-card partner. They should
have the ability to connect a gift card to a
responsive, secure website that houses a
loyalty account capable of being securely
loaded with funds. That is all you need to
build your own merchant-specific wallet that
will appeal to any customer who returns to
your establishment on a regular basis.

Don Gray is CEO of Givex Corporation, a global Information services and technology company
offering clients cost-effective gift cards, omni-channel loyalty, analytics and cloud-based POS
solutions. Givex helps small, medium and large merchants build, understand and effectively use their
ever-expanding data.
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of Canada’s largest companies living and
working in your area.
Diners use their Venngo program to find restaurants
to visit. Separate yourself from the one-time-only
diners and build a loyal customer base. You
provide a compelling offer and we’ll make
sure you get noticed.
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Membership
has its benefits.
Restaurants Canada members
get preferred rates on payment
processing with Chase Paymentech.*
When you contact us, we’ll show you
what you could be saving on your
debit and credit processing costs.

Visit chasepaymentech.ca/restaurantscanada
or call 1 888 317 9532 to take advantage of
your preferred offer today.

March 1-3 visit us at the
Restaurants Canada show!

*Merchants who wish to obtain payment processing services from Chase Paymentech must submit an application. All such
applications are subject to Chase Paymentech’s standard approval policies and procedures, including without limitation credit
approval. Applicant must be an approved Restaurants Canada member in good standing to receive preferred rates. ™Trademark
of Chase Paymentech Solutions, LLC. Chase Paymentech Solutions authorized user. All other trademarks, registered trademarks,
product names and logos identified or mentioned herein are the property of Chase Paymentech Solutions, or their respective
owners. © 2015 Chase Paymentech Solutions. All rights reserved.
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MENU
DEVELOPMENT
The art and science of menu creation

By Alex Fraser and Lee Parsons

In most restaurants, menu development is one of the most exciting and
important endeavours chefs and owners take on — whether it’s in the
beginning stages of a new restaurant eager to tempt the market with its
menu, the redevelopment of an existing menu, or a concept that’s about
showcasing the season’s best products or new culinary techniques.
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In most restaurants, menu development is one of the most
exciting and important endeavours chefs and owners take on
— whether it’s in the beginning stages of a new restaurant
eager to tempt the market with its menu, the redevelopment
of an existing menu, or a concept that’s about showcasing the
season’s best products or new culinary techniques.
It sounds pretty engaging, doesn’t it? Travel to New York, Los
Angeles or Vancouver, even overseas to Spain or Denmark for
some inspirational ideas for the new menu development. Moreover,
it could be a trip to local farms to meet smaller, craft suppliers that
will provide items that support the local economy, and help reduce
your footprint as an eco-conscious business.
We purposely referred to “most” restaurants at the
beginning of this article, because menu development isn’t
always an engaging, inspirational, or even successful outcome
for all restaurants. Many contributing factors and steps in the
process are often overlooked.
In our business as consultants, we often see menu concepts
with an imbalance between the “art” and “science” in their
menu development. The art is everything that’s creative —
impassioned cooking and plating techniques and delicious
flavour profiles as examples. The science is the costmanagement components, which can include product
purchasing prices, a pricing structure or strategy, and how
profitable the menu is.
Below, we deconstruct the process in detail, and highlight
the best practices for successful menu development.
THE ART PERSPECTIVE
Building a Menu Concept Ideation

No matter what style of restaurant concept the menu is going
to represent, a menu concept ideation should include:
What are the inspirational goals for creating the menu?
What is important to the market?
What items does the concept want to ‘own’ in the market?

Connect with the local
market with menu concepts
and build business

Seasonality and Sustainability

Locally grown, seasonal products are still important factors
when designing or redeveloping a menu for most restaurant
menu concepts. Customers are becoming more educated on
best practices for cuisine and supporting local purveyors.
Although this is hardly a new trend, having been present in finer
dining establishments over the past decade or so, we are now also
seeing many smaller, craft-driven concepts across Canada that
have adopted this position. This might include the use of local craft
ingredients in specific or core menu items, such as a pub concept
that has a local double-smoked bacon accompanying a house
ground beef burger as a house specialty.
Using seasonal, locally sourced and sustainable items means
your customers will know that integrity and freshness is
paramount to your menu philosophy. For instance, a good example
of sustainable fish suppliers is Vancouver-based Ocean Wise,
which has over 585 partnerships across Canada. These
commitments can be the focal point of many brand and marketing
strategies for all styles of restaurants as they look to add more
quality items and become more eco-conscious as restaurateurs.
The positive effects of these practices can include:
Using seasonal produce that will support better margins.
Customers are more informed and aware about the origins
and the traceability of ingredients and want to see these
suppliers on menus or on websites.
Listing farm-specific ingredients on the menu such as
Rossdown Farms Chicken, Cache Creek Beef or Glorious
Organics Co-operative Lettuces, is important to showcasing
the farm-to-table philosophy.
There is a big swing to smaller producers and holdings,
urban city farming and farmers’ markets.
Some of the larger suppliers are making great efforts to
carry and represent local and craft ingredients, making the
items more convenient and available to purchase.
Simpler, more honest food prepared with items that
showcase their natural flavours.

Creating new items that
guests will love
Celebrating the
season's new harvest
of products

Offer healthier choices

Capitalizing on
product purchase
pricing

Menu Development
Ideation Example

What items are
we going to own
in the market?
Building "above trend" items
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Showcase new
techniques and plate
presentations

Commit to more
sustainable practices
Review menu
engineering results
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Lifestyle Choices and Allergies

Developing a menu to suit every lifestyle choice and allergy
concern is next to impossible, but understanding that the
market has become progressively more dependent on
healthier, more natural choices should come as no surprise.
What is surprising is the number of lifestyle-driven orders
and allergy concerns that restaurants across Canada
experience every day.
When developing menus, being proactive with options that
appeal to leading lifestyle choices and allergy challenges will
address some of these concerns. However, it is also important
to be prepared to accommodate special requests, and to ensure
your staff have the information they need to help guests make
informed, safe dining choices.
Feedback from Guests and Staff

Taking the time to build out a service culture that supports
honest feedback from both guests and staff is a very smart
initiative. Guest feedback is vital to a chef for obvious reasons,
and the front-of-house service teams need to not only engage
guests for their feedback, but also feel empowered to share it
with the chef. Being receptive to feedback will show all staff
that the guest’s opinion and happiness is the most important
factor in the success of the restaurant.
Menu and Brand Design

Menu branding extends far beyond the font and layout of the
menus. Plating techniques, plate ware, serving vessels and utensils
now say more about the restaurant’s brand than ever before.
Committing resources to building a style that suits the brand and
the type of food will go miles as guests recognize the effort.

THE SCIENCE PERSPECTIVE

The focus on profitability is as important as any part of the
art perspective, and is often not given enough consideration
when developing menus. This is partly due to chefs and
owners not having the recipes properly or accurately built
out, and the lack of tools or software to make great
decisions on pricing structures for menu items to be
profitable once in the menu mix. As a chef develops a
special or feature menu item, it’s important to cost out
and review the dish’s profitability and how it may compete
against other menu items. Otherwise, the item may dilute
profitability if it has below-average margin versus the
other menu selections in the category it is competing in,
and dominates in the sales mix.
The best practice is to start with building out a
theoretical costing structure to establish the right pricing
strategy. Over time, the menu can be developed with
historical sales detail of how much each item has sold
over a given period and, depending on sales volume, could
be reviewed every couple of months.
Step 1 — Establishing Theoretical Costs

Once the menu is fully costed, “theoretical” costs can be
established for all product categories. A theoretical cost is
the ideal cost percentage that the category should be
running at. It is based on the sales volumes of each item
within a category and the costed recipe for each one of
those items. Below are examples of what theoretical
costings look like for a menu category:

Food Theoretical
Costing
Food Theoretical
Costing
Qty

Sales

Unit

Total

Sold

Price

Cost

Sales

Cost

3.22
3.50
3.37
3.37
2.36
2.28
3.32
3.30
1.49
1.86
3.22
1.75
1.25
1.59
3.27
2.16
2.77
3.29
3.24

$ 3,011
$ 2,874
$ 4,004
$ 1,339
$ 1,104
$ 3,030
$ 1,469
$ 1,896
$ 1,216
$ 2,898
$ 2,309
$
695
$ 1,120
$
375
$
527
$
602
$
627
$ 1,303
$ 2,189
$ 32,588

$ 1,629
$ 1,691
$ 2,268
$
758
$
434
$
691
$
375
$
521
$
453
$
937
$ 1,249
$
243
$
280
$
95
$
173
$
186
$
175
$
431
$
713
$ 13,304

Breakfast Burrito

506 $

Breakfast Wrap

483 $

Back Bk. Muffin

673 $

Mushroom Bk Muffin

225 $

Lift Oatmeal

184 $

Ham Benny

303 $

Slamon Benny

113 $

Waffle Plate

158 $

Ham & Cheese Croissant

304 $

Breakfast Crossant

504 $

Toasties

388 $

Salads

139 $

Soups

224 $

BLT

60 $

Java Club

53 $

BLAT

86 $

Salmon Panini

63 $
131 $

Ham Panini

220 $

Tomato Panini

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
6.00
10.00
13.00
12.00
4.00
5.75
5.95
5.00
5.00
6.25
9.95
7.00
9.95
9.95
9.95

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Theoretical Cost:

Theoretical Cost:

Total

54.1%
58.8%
56.6%
56.6%
39.3%
22.8%
25.5%
27.5%
37.3%
32.3%
54.1%
35.0%
25.0%
25.4%
32.9%
30.9%
27.8%
33.1%
32.6%

40.82%

40.82%
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The theoretical costs are then used to
monitor inventory control on a regular basis
and become the benchmarks laid out in
budgets for the operational financial
statements.

Margin Pricing Techique

Step 2 — Menu Engineering

The best way to maximize product cost
efficiency is by properly engineering the
menu. A restaurant’s menu and the pricing of
it is one of the most important parts of a
restaurant’s profitability (it is what generates
100 per cent of the revenue).
Proper menu engineering involves costing
out all of the menu items that the location
sells and then using margin-pricing
techniques to establish selling prices:
Margin Pricing Technique

Item:

Dinner #1

Dinner #2

Dinner #3

Price

$10

$11

$12

Cost:

$2

$3

$4

MARGIN:

$8

$8

$8

% COST:

20%

27%

33%

Example of a Quantity/Margin Graph

Quantity

Sample Restaurant Appetizers
In the example below, there are three
approaches to selling a dinner item. At
CATEGORY QUANTITY/MARGIN PLOT GRAPH - Theoretical Period Mar 12, 2014 to Oct 31, 2014
one extreme is the first column, where the
Baked Brie
product cost is $2 and the selling price is
135
Seafood
$10 (a 20-per-cent food cost) and at the
130
Chowder
125
other extreme is Dinner #3 where the
Shrimp Diablo
120
product cost is $4 (double the size/
115
OPPORTUNITIES
STARS
110
quality/etc. of the first) and the selling
105
Scallops
price is $12 (a 33-per-cent cost). Focusing
100
95
on percentage cost, one would say the best
Calamari
Steamed Mussels
90
thing for the restaurant is the item on the
Escargots
85
left as it is only a 20-per-cent food cost. All
80
75
three items, however, have the exact same
70
profit margin. And if you asked guests
65
60
after their dinner, many would say Dinner
55
#3 was by far the best value. So the
50
DOGS
CHALLENGES
33-per-cent cost dinner item is the best
45
Seafood Medley
40
value for the guest (the most important
Poutine
35
Sweet Sour Salty
part of driving repeat traffic) and it makes
30
Shrimp Cocktail
25
the restaurant the same amount of profit
Chicken Wings
20
as the others. Using margin strategies
15
Steamed Edamame
10
might allow you to come up with an even
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.50
7.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
better solution, which could be to sell the
Margin
item for $12 and have the cost at $3.50,
which would still give you a great value
Note that the Green Lines represent the average margin for the category and the
and an even better profit margin of $8.50.
There is a lot more complexity to it average quantity sold.
than what is shown above, but to maximize
a menu’s profitability, it is imperative that Stars
Items of high quantity and above-average margin.
item costs are known and item margin is
Generally you leave these items alone as they are driving profit.
the primary focus.
The following process is recommended
for all menu categories for proper menu Dogs
Items that are below average margin and below average quantity.
profit maximization:
Good items to remove from a menu as removing them creates more profit instantly (as
1. Fully cost out all menu items.
anyone who would have ordered those items now orders something more profitable).
2. Graph menu items on a Quantity/Margin
Graph (compares the Profit Margin for
each item vs. the Quantity Sold for each Opportunities
Above-average in popularity (quantity sold); however they are not as profitable as the
item). Use a separate graph for groups of
average for the group.
menu items (such as dinner appetizers,
Great items for price increases.
dinner entrees, etc.).
These items are generally less price sensitive (which is part of the reason they are
3. Use the general rules below to maximize
selling well) and price increases do not hurt sales volumes.
the profit margin of your menu.
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Challenges

These items are challenging because
they make the restaurant aboveaverage margin, but we are not
selling enough of them.
We don’t want to take them off the
menu, as that will cost us profits (as
people would then have to order
something less profitable).
We need to find a way to get more
sales out of these items (if everyone
ordered these items, we would have a
lot more profit).
Often, with items in this category, a
price decrease can result in more
profit overall for the restaurant – by
decreasing the price of an item, but
still keeping it above the average
margin, one can “steal” sales away
from less profitable items and thereby
increase overall profit.

Follow up Best Practices

Cross-utilizing ingredients in a number
of dishes without too much repetition
can save prep time and ordering.
Minimize the diversity of ingredients
and stock holding.
Develop the menu around the seasonal

availability of produce, such as desserts
created around the summer stone fruits.
Preserve and pickle the seasonal bounty to
use during the year.
Embrace vendors and purveyors that
support your food philosophy.
Develop a clear brand identity and stay
true to the concept in menu offerings.
There are other considerations that are
important in menu development. For
example, introduce new menu items on
the nightly/weekly feature sheet to
garner feedback before committing to a
full menu addition.
Be sure to train all staff properly on
the new menu items and make it an
engaging process, encouraging feedback
from the team. Details should include a
menu syllabus that not only describes the
dish’s ingredients and how it is prepared,
but what’s special or important about the

item, from the chef ’s or creator’s
perspective. Of course, staff need to
taste the food to know how to describe
it in detail, and learn what the service
initiatives will be for each item.
Lastly, chefs and owners must
challenge themselves to be inspired.
Owners, take your chefs or kitchen
managers out for dinners, or send them
on trips outside the city they cook in.
Don’t fall into the trap of being too
insular to react to trends in your own
marketplace. Create your own trends
and you could find yourself ahead of
the competition.

Alex Fraser is VP Western Operations and Lee Parsons is Chef Consultant for the Fifteen Group,
one of North America’s largest foodservice industry consulting companies with a combined total
of 200 years of experience in hospitality operations. They focus on the complete spectrum of the
hospitality and foodservice business, from operations management to finance/start-up. For more
information, visit www.thefifteengroup.com.

SERVE UP

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
COOKWARE
A new line of premium cookware.
For exceptional results on any cooktop surface,
serve up KitchenAid® Professional 7-Ply Cookware.

/

® TM
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Pure Kraft Sweet Balsamic Vinaigrette dressing.
It’s a homestyle blend of aged balsamic vinegar and oil, infused with ﬁg & honey,
and a touch of garlic. Sweet is the #2 ﬂavour in refrigerated dressings1, so imagine
the endless menu-enhancing ideas this trending combination will bring to your tables.
It’s the newest addition to the complete Pure Kraft dressing line-up that you can
count on to add robust ﬂavours to your salads, wraps, dips and marinades.
1

Direct Link 52 w/e Sept 2014

Find your inspiration. Visit kraftfoodservice.ca/HomestyleGoodness

FOOD

A Passion

Pizza is hot any way you slice it
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FOR

PIZZA
By Laura McGuire

Pizza’s flexible format allows for much culinary experimentation at restaurants. In
recent years, we’ve witnessed pizza crossing dayparts and mealparts—with
breakfast and dessert versions of pizza gracing today’s menus. We’ve also seen
more pizza varieties than ever before as operators creatively stretch beyond
standard pizza preparations and presentations to give consumers new and
interesting pies.
Chefs can work with many different
components to create new pizza tastes and
looks – from sauces and toppings to crusts
and cooking technique. Let’s examine how
these pizza elements are evolving on
today’s restaurant menus.
INVENTIVE SAUCES
AND TOPPINGS

Younger consumers such
as Millennials are curious
to try non-traditional
pizzas that bring together
novel ingredient and flavour combinations.
These beyond-the-norm pies, which are
often listed as specialty pizzas on menus,
usually feature inventive sauces and
toppings to help them stand out as original
restaurant creations.
Chefs are substituting new varieties of
sauce, such as cream, mushroom, barbecue,
Alfredo and garlic, for a typical red sauce.
These serve as the foundation for pizza
experimentation because they allow for
new toppings and condiments that might
not pair well with a standard tomato-based
sauce. Panago Pizza offers an array of
interesting sauce varieties, including
cheddar, jalapeño white, sweet-and-smoky
tropical and barbecue.
When it comes to pizza toppings,
consumers are placing more importance on
quality ingredients. Technomic data show

that 40 per cent of Canadian consumers
visit their preferred pizza restaurant
because it uses high-quality, fresh
ingredients. And 86 per cent of today’s
consumers say that fresh toppings are
important in creating a good pizza, up from
79 per cent in 2012. To stay appealing to
consumers, operators are increasing their
use of premium toppings, including more
local, organic and natural ingredients.
In addition, the list of potential
toppings has broadened to include
choices that help give pizza an upscale,
ethnic or healthier spin. Topping
options now range from goat and
vegan cheeses, to artichoke and shaved
truffle, to Sriracha and fried eggs. For
proteins, today’s pizza lovers can opt
for meats such as meatball, pancetta
and grilled chicken, and even seafood
like crab and salmon.

For more great
menu ideas, visit
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Cheese Please!
CRFN recently spoke with Glenda Taylor, Director, Trade and Foodservice Marketing, at Saputo
Dairy Products Canada to ask her about the latest trends in pizza cheese. Here is what she
had to say:
What kinds of new ingredients, flavours and seasonings are being used in pizza
cheese?
One of the fastest growing trends we’re seeing is the increased entry of Neapolitan pizza. Consumers
are looking for authenticity and this is the ideal pizza to fulfill that consumer need. Fior di latte (fresh
mozzarella) is on the rise for Neapolitan style pizzerias and traditional pizzerias.
While mozzarella is still the leading cheese on pizza, operators are introducing new blends,
anywhere from three to six cheeses. The most common blends include the addition of Feta,
Asiago, Parmesan and Provolone to their traditional mozzarella. This gives them an opportunity
to differentiate themselves and create a more premium offering within their menu, ultimately
driving higher diner checks and incremental margin.
What are the most important things operators and chefs should be aware of when
selecting or ordering pizza cheese?
First and foremost, ensure you’re partnering with the right supplier. Cheese is the key
ingredient on most pizzas and you need to know that your supplier is a strong partner who
understands your business and is responsive to your needs.
Use good quality cheese. Nothing can turn consumers off faster than a pizza that lacks flavour
and doesn’t have the traditional attributes that consumers expect. Look for a clean, buttery
flavour, well disbursed, evenly sized small blisters and a great stretch.
Ensure you’re using your mozzarella within its optimum performance window. Your sales rep
can work with you and advise you accordingly.
How can operators save money on pizza cheese while still maintaining quality and
selection for their dining customers?
Ensuring portion control is one of the easiest ways to control costs. A high-quality pizza
mozzarella can deliver a higher yield which decreases the amount required on the pizza but
still delivers all the flavour and functional performance.
Other considerations might be trying shred blends. For example, if you have more premium
cheeses on a specific pizza, add pizza mozzarella into the blend which will help reduce cost
and ensure great coverage on your pizza. Another option some operators choose is to buy
block cheese and shred it themselves in-house.
Here are some storage and preparation tips from our Pizza Prep guide and poster:
• Store pizza mozzarella between a minimum temperature of 1°C and 4°C.
•	Put pizza mozzarella cheese back into refrigeration quickly. Even short periods of time at
room temperature can affect flavour and cause spoilage before the best-before date.
• Ensure you rotate your pizza mozzarella; use older product first.
•	When shredding or slicing pizza mozzarella, make sure your tools and work surface are
clean and sanitized. This will help maintain shelf life.
• Once cut, shredded cheese must be kept for a maximum of 24 to 36 hours.
•	Opened pizza mozzarella should be kept in clean, closed containers or tightly wrapped
after each use.
• The cheese should always be stored near the back of the refrigerator, not the front.
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Fast-casual restaurant chain Famoso
Neapolitan offers its “pizza artists” myriad
gourmet toppings for personal-sized pizzas.
Selections include pulled pork, prosciutto,
pork meatballs, artichoke, white truffle oil,
pistachio pesto and avocado. Premium
ingredients for build-you-own-pizzas at
Edmonton’s The Parlour Italian Kitchen &
Bar include forest mushrooms, roasted corn,
spicy salami, heritage Angus beef meatballs,
braised short rib and goat’s milk feta.
CREATIVE CRUSTS

In the past, pizza
innovation meant playing
with
topping
combinations. But now
pizza crusts are providing
a fresh canvas for
memorable new flavours,
textures and shapes. New crusts feature
meat and cheese fillings; flavours like
Sriracha, garlic and pretzel; textures such as
blistered, charred crisps; and shapes that
defy the traditional pizza circle.
Pizza Hut is one chain helping to
champion crust innovation. The brand has
found success with its crown-shaped pizza
design, which launched in several global
markets over the past two years and has
featured fillings such as mini burgers and
chicken patties. The crown crust that
debuted in Canada in 2013 had meatball and
cheese pockets. Pizza Hut in Canada has also
offered a hot- dog-stuffed pizza crust and,
more recently, a “Crazy Cheesy Crust”
featuring 16 pockets each filled with a fivecheese blend.
Crust innovation also extends to
flatbreads, pizza cones and healthier crusts
like multigrain, all of which are appearing
more on today’s menus. These new crust
varieties are broadening pizza’s appeal to
include health-conscious and on-the-go
consumers. Boston Pizza’s starters menu
lists new Flatbread Pizzatizers in
Margherita Tomato, BBQ Chicken & Bacon
and Loaded Baked Potato varieties. Glutenfree crusts, as offered at Papa Murphy’s
Take ‘N’ Bake Pizza, are also being rolled
out on more menus to cater to consumers
with dietary restrictions.

FOOD

“Wood-fired ovens
bring pizza back to its
Italian roots while giving
consumers the chance
to sample pies that are
more authentic in
preparation and taste.”

Variety. Quality.

RUSTIC PREPARATIONS

This is where the crust, sauce and toppings
come together to create the perfect pie. Pizza
preparation at many restaurants provides a
new twist for consumers, but is actually a
return to classic equipment and cooking
methods. For instance, wood-fired ovens
bring pizza back to its Italian roots while

Innovation.
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giving consumers the chance to sample
pies that are more authentic in preparation
and taste. These ovens use high
temperatures to cook pizzas in a matter of
minutes, resulting in a puffier, crispier
crust, even cooking and a high-quality
taste that is sometimes described as smoky.
Many restaurants that invest in costly
wood-burning ovens specialize in Neapolitanstyle pizza. A restaurant must be VPN
certified to offer the most true-to-Naples
version of this classic Italian pizza. This
special designation from the Vera Pizza
Napoletana Association is awarded to
pizzerias that meet strict requirements that
respect the tradition of Neapolitan pizza
making. Pizzas must be cooked in a woodfired dome oven with a temperature of about
900 degrees Fahrenheit for no more than 90
seconds, and must use all-natural, nonprocessed ingredients, many of which are
often imported from Southern Italy.
Pizzeria Libretto is a VPN-certified
pizzeria with three locations in Toronto.
Restaurants cook pizzas in wood-fired
ovens to achieve a blistered crust, which is
made with naturally leavened Italian
Caputo dopio zero flour. The pizzas also
feature natural ingredients such as San
Marzano tomatoes and Fiore di Latte
mozzarella, which are brought in fresh
daily from local purveyors.
With so much pizza innovation
underway, what can we expect next? It’s
a trend that will continue to flourish,
with fast-casual spots setting the pace.
Because personalization is so important
to restaurant customers, more fullservice restaurants will follow the fastcasual model of offering diners the
option to customize their pizza using
high-quality, flavourful ingredients.
Also expect more upscale takes on
pizza, with artisanal, premium toppings
and adult beverage pairings. With so
many components to work with, the
possibilities for pizzas are endless.
Laura McGuire is Senior Manager, Content and
Editorial, at Technomic in Chicago. Technomic
provides clients with the facts, insights and
consulting support they need to enhance their
business strategies, decisions and results. Its
services include publications and digital
products, as well as proprietary studies and
ongoing research on all aspects of the food
industry, Visit www.technomic.com.

®

Original
Made with Cayenne Peppers

NEW!

SHAKE IT ON
THE PERFECT BALANCE OF FLAVOUR &
HEAT NOW IN A DRY SEASONING FORMAT
• Perfect as a signature Caesar rimmer or to
make your Poutine unique!
• Update your menu items when you shake
some ﬂavour onto fries, wings, burgers,
roasted chicken, eggs, vegetables, snack
foods and more!
• All the ﬂavour of Canada’s #1 hot sauce1
• Season food evenly with this convenient,
easy-shake bottle

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE!*

Buy just 2 cases and we will refund
the cost of 1 case back to you.*

UPC: 56200-89262 6/434g

Call 1-866-428-0119 or visit www.frenchsfoodservice.ca
*Some restrictions apply. One rebate claim per customer only. Offer valid to Foodservice Operators in Canada only. Claims must be received by December 31, 2015. Maximum refund $75.00.
© 2015 The French’s Food Company LLC

1 AC Nielsen, Latest 52 weeks ending February 7, 2015
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The Perfect Pie
Ovens to help create pizza perfection

Your restaurant’s famous pizza recipe may have been passed down through the
generations, but if the equipment you’re using to bake your pies isn’t taking
advantage of the latest cooking and operating technology, are you pouring
profits down the drain? We asked two leading pizza oven suppliers about the
finer points of choosing and maintaining the best ovens for your pizza
masterpiece. Here is what they had to say:
Participants:
David Engel, Senior Director, Marketing and Brand Development, Standex Cooking Solutions Group
Joe DiDonato, Vice President Operations, Faema Canada/Euro-Milan Inc./Moretti Forni Canada
What are some of the most exciting new trends
and innovations when it comes to pizza ovens
and why do you think these developments will
be significant?

Ventless kitchen equipment provides a
cost-effective solution for locations in which it
is too difficult or expensive for a traditional
ventilation system. Not every operation can
afford or fit a hood. If your available space is
too small to add a kitchen or you need more
cooking capacity under your existing
ventilation hood but can’t expand the cook
line, ventless equipment may be right for you.

DE:

JD: Euro Milan/Faema Canada has seen a
large increase in sales of our electric pizza
ovens. We are importers and distributors of
Moretti Forni, an Italian manufacturer of
electric and gas ovens. The benefit of electric
32 March/April 2015 | Canadian Restaurant & Foodservice News

ovens is that they can be installed in areas
where installation of hoods can be very costly
or impossible. This allows new or existing
food establishments to add a pizza oven
without the added costs. These ovens come in
various sizes, with the option of adding more
decks as your business grows.
What specific new technologies are on the
horizon to help operators train staff and improve
pizza preparation efficiency?
DE: Speed ovens feature the latest technology

with high-speed air impingement from the
top and bottom of the unit combined with
side-launched microwave technology. Speed
ovens reduce cook times and offer more
capacity, increased flexibility and freedom
when developing menu items, as well as
reduced training costs due to the simplicity
of operation.

EQUIPMENT

JD: The main advantage of electric ovens over wood or gas
ovens is that the operator is not required to rotate the pizza
to assure proper cooking. Electric ovens have bottom and
top heat control to offer the proper cooking and consistency
of product without hot spots on the deck. The latest
version of ovens such as the new Moretti Forni Series S,
are 30 per cent more energy efficient with 20 per cent faster
cooking time. They also come with cooking timers and an
automatic cleaning cycle that offers simple use for operators.
What are the major concerns and issues for restaurant operators to
keep in mind when deciding to purchase a pizza oven for the first time
and why are they important to consider?
DE: There are several good questions to get an operator started:

•
•
•
•

Do you want to cook more than just pizza in the oven?
Do you want to cook pizzas in pans?
What type of oven base do you want?
How many decks do you need? Single deck pizza ovens are a
good option if pizza is only part of the food you offer in your
catering business.

Most operators are concerned about the cost of
equipment and the size of oven they may require. Electric
ovens are a clean option and have a lower capital cost. As
well, many ovens are highly energy efficient. Since pizza
has become more gourmet, more food establishments want
to add pizza to their menu without making major changes
to the kitchen. Therefore, the flexibility of smaller size

JD:

ovens and the ease of stacking the deck ovens are important
factors when considering adding pizza to the menu.
What are the pros and cons of each type of pizza oven? (i.e. conveyor,
deck, stone hearth, etc.)
DE: It is important to determine gas vs. electric before thinking

about further options such as conveyor, deck, etc. Gas deck
ovens are for the high-volume, traditional pizza maker: A basic
deck oven can accommodate six 12-inch pies at once. Bakers
Pride deck ovens feature wide cavities with adjustable dampers
that allow the user to balance the cooking time between the
crust and toppings. The heated stone hearths produce crisp
crusts while the radiant heat from the rest of the oven cooks
other ingredients evenly. With gas ovens you get traditional
taste and a crisp crust that's hard to replicate in an electric
oven. Electric models are not as common as gas in the pizza
industry. However, electric ovens are more user friendly and
cheaper than gas and provide an outstanding product in an
economical manner. They also allow for operation in areas
where the use of gas is not available or permitted.

In our opinion, cooking pizza on a stone deck will always
be more gourmet and provide the best final product. Conveyor
ovens simplify the process for the operator and can be fine for
quick-service operators. When cooking pizza on a stone deck
oven, the dough tends to be cooked more throughout and,
depending on the thickness and type of dough used, will
provide a more crispy and cooked pizza.

JD:

Your National Source for Warewash
and Sustainable Cleaning Solutions.
Finally, a national alternative offering coast
to coast coverage, a full range of warewash
equipment and cost effective cleaning
solutions. Our team of “Clean and Green”
experts provide technical support, custom
sanitation programs and above all...
top notch service!

Call: 1-877-KLEEN22 (553-3622) for a free consultation, audit and product demonstration.
www.kleencanada.com | info@kleencanada.com
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ApEx 2015
Atlantic

MARCH 29-30, 2015
CUNARD CENTRE
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

Canada’s Premier Foodservice & Hospitality Event

ApEx 2015 - NEW LOCATION!

There are many reasons to attend
•
•
•
•

Meet suppliers face-to-face
Network with industry peers
Learn about the hottest trends
Indulge your senses with a wide variety of food
and beverage samples

• Watch top chefs demonstrate their culinary
expertise
• Take advantage of one-time-only show
specials...and buy products on-site!

Title Sponsor:

Register online today at www.apextradeshow.ca
Complimentary Registration for all Foodservice Industry Professionals
Limited exhibit spaces still available! 1-866-755-1938 ext. 269
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A Message from Donna
Get ready to be inspired!
This is my favourite time of year because The Restaurants Canada Show is
here. Every March, this three-day event – formerly known as the CRFA Show
– brings together thousands of foodservice professionals under one roof to
learn, share, grow and celebrate our great industry.
As a chef and restaurateur, this is the party I look forward to all year. And I
call it a party because it embodies everything I love about our industry.
Finding the right combination of ingredients for the perfect guest
experience is my raison d’être. Like you, I live to deliver good food, great
drinks, wonderful company and delightful service. It’s my reason for getting
up in the morning and getting out there. And every
March, I am lucky enough to go to Canada’s biggest
foodservice trade show, and meet and learn from
like-minded people who share my passion. I get
the chance to walk a bustling show floor that is a
veritable treasure trove of products, concepts, trends
and ideas – the ‘ingredients’ I covet for an innovative
dining experience and successful business. This is
where I learn how to better serve my guests, boost
my bottom line, and stand out from the crowd.
So I invite you to walk the foodservice show of the
year with me. Come, explore, and soak up the sights
and sounds. Get inspired. Swing by the Restaurants
Donna Dooher
is Interim President and
Canada booth and learn more about the cost-savings
CEO of Restaurants
programs and tools we have for you. Find out how you
Canada.
can take your business to the next level. And don’t
forget to have fun!

Because everyone
loves pizza
Come and check out the Pizza
Pavilion, new at The Restaurants
Canada Show this year! Loved
by kids, revered by foodies,
translated across cultures, pizza
is almost the perfect food. That’s
why we’ve devoted a pavilion to
the art and craft of this profitmaking pie. We’ll have engaging
and interactive demos and
competitions, including a Pizza
Games Showdown – where you’ll
see everything from acrobatic
pizza-tossers to box-folders and
dough-stretchers – all competing
for a chance to represent Canada
in the World Pizza Games® at the
International Pizza Expo in Las
Vegas (March 23-26, 2015).
Signature Pavilion
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Legislative Update
Seeking labour solutions

Member tools

Restaurants Canada uses every opportunity to convince the government to help
our members fill their labour shortage, especially in remote communities. We've:
• discussed our industry’s labour shortage with Prime Minister Stephen Harper,
Hon. Justin Trudeau and Hon. Thomas Mulcair;
• repeatedly shared our members’ concerns with Minister Jason Kenney, and
other ministers and MPs;
• met with Statistics Canada and ESDC to challenge government
misinterpretations of our industry’s wage growth data;
• urged premiers and mayors to expedite PNP applications from foreign
workers employed by restaurants;
• joined forces with other employer groups to strengthen our call for action;
• hosted webinars, created members-only guides, and developed labour; programs
to help our members understand changes and find employees; and
• expressed our members’ concerns in more than 500 media stories.

Visit www.restaurantscanada.org
to access these exclusive member
products:
Guide to Express Entry – Learn
how this new initiative can
help you find cooks, chefs and
foodservice managers. A webinar
was also held in January.
Transcripts on TFWP webinars –
Get the details on how
government is implementing
TFWP changes. Includes answers
to questions skipped due to
webinar time constraints.
Minimum wage bulletin –
Predictions on minimum wage
changes by province in 2015, to help
you plan for your labour costs.

Restaurants Canada met with Prime Minister Harper in the fall. L to R: Restaurants Canada’s Joyce Reynolds,
Chair Liam Dolan (Claddagh Oyster House/Olde Dublin Pub), Past President Garth Whyte, Prime Minister
Harper, Minister Kenney, and Director Gerard Curran (The James Joyce Irish Pub and Restaurant).

What we’ve accomplished so far
We anticipate transition measures that will extend permits for foreign workers,
who would have had to leave Canada before their permanent residency
applications were processed. We successfully pushed the government to
remove immigration caps for skilled cook and restaurant manager positions.
We also convinced many provinces to oppose the federal government’s reforms
because they hurt local economies. We will keep fighting for fair labour
solutions for our members.

New credit card rates for restaurants
Restaurants Canada compiled the Visa and MasterCard credit card rate
changes that matter to restaurateurs. Visit www.restaurantscanada.org to
access this members-only document. Although the cuts are not as big as
we requested, the relentless rate hikes of the past eight years have ended.
Members can now enjoy stable fees for the next five years.
Our action
Visa and MasterCard’s decision to lower rates comes after we pressured
both companies and the government for years. Our demands for government
intervention forced these companies to voluntarily drop fees for the first time.
We will watch the rollout of new rates this April, to make sure members fully
benefit. We will also keep fighting to stop credit card companies from profiting
off the sales taxes restaurants collect for government.

“No private-sector
economist with
any credibility
could get away
with such a gross
misrepresentation
of the numbers, and
yet the federal
minister, Jason
Kenney, has used
this incorrect
information…as
evidence of wage
suppression and
justification for
massive changes to
the foreign worker
program...”

– Excerpt from an op/ed by
Restaurants Canada’s Joyce Reynolds
on flawed wage data in the Calgary
Herald, Jan. 23, 2015
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Legislative Update
Dairy prices drop
In a rare move, the Canadian Dairy Commission (CDC) reduced the price
of industrial milk by 1.8 per cent – which is good news for our members, VICTORY!
consumers and producers. Restaurants Canada has long-decried the
constant increases in dairy prices, which have far exceeded the cost of
dairy production for years. We have strongly advocated on behalf of our members
to bring prices down, and applaud the CDC for listening to us. Restaurants Canada
will push dairy processors to pass on the full price reduction to our members.

Beer prices in Ontario
Restaurants Canada is pressuring the Ontario government to change how beer
is sold to restaurants, bars and pubs:
Dec. 9 – The Toronto Star breaks the news about The Beer Store’s secret
deal with the LCBO.
Dec. 10 – Restaurants Canada asks the Competition Bureau to rule on
whether this deal contradicts the Competition Act.
Dec. 12 – Restaurants Canada launches a petition, #CanTheDeal, which
calls on the Ontario government to cancel the sweetheart deal that gives
The Beer Store exclusive rights to sell beer to licensees. By January, the
petition has more than 25,000 signatures.
Dec. 13 – Restaurants Canada member David Hughes (The Poacher)
launches a class action suit against The Beer Store and involved parties.
Jan. 7 – The Beer Store proposes cosmetic ownership changes that
will have no effect on the system or the price paid by licensees – a fact
Restaurants Canada shares in media interviews.
Jan. 15 – Restaurants Canada meets with the Competition Bureau to
discuss our complaint about the beer deal.
Over the last few months, Restaurants Canada has explained in
numerous media interviews how this sweetheart deal hurts our members.

“[Our] members
often pay ridiculously
higher prices than
consumers…For
Join the conversation and help us bring fair beer prices to Ontario
some brands the
• Sign our petition at www.restaurantscanada.org.
price is 30 to 50 per • Use social media to spread the word. Use the hashtag #CanTheDeal.
• Tell your local media outlets how this policy hurts local businesses.
cent higher than
• Contact your local MPP and tell him or her to cancel the sweetheart beer deal.
what consumers
pay. It’s time for
Have your say in the Ontario Retirement Pension Plan
Premier Wynne to
can this deal and
Restaurants Canada urges members to share feedback with the government
on the Ontario Retirement Pension Plan (ORPP). The ORPP would affect
bring competition,
your labour costs, as it doubles the current Canada Pension Plan (CPP) cost
fair pricing and
businesses without a company pension plan. This change will cost the
choice to the table.” for
foodservice industry almost $78 million a year. As more than 90 per cent
– Restaurants Canada’s James Rilett in
the National Post, Dec. 19, 2014

of lower-income Canadians will not see a drop in disposable income after
retirement, the ORPP will have little to no benefit for restaurant employers and
employees. Learn more about government’s plans at www.ontario.ca/ORPP.
Submit your comments to ORPP@ontario.ca.
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Legislative Update
Calorie posting in Ontario
Restaurants Canada is working with the Ontario government to make its
calorie posting legislation as practical as possible for members. If legislation
passes, restaurant chains with more than 20 units in the province must
post calorie counts on menus and menu boards, as of January 2016. Up to
now, governments have accepted our voluntary measures for informing
consumers. Moving forward, the Ontario government has included three of
our key recommendations in the legislation:
• provincial rules supersede municipal regulations for a consistent approach;
• the same rules apply to retail environments that compete with restaurants
(e.g. convenience stores, grocery stores and movie theatres); and
• the focus is on calorie posting only.
In January, we asked Ministry of Health officials to consult with us on all
rules, and give restaurants the option to get pre-approval of calorie posting
design. We also asked for enough lead-time for members to meet the calorie
posting requirements.

Lower WCB premiums

L to R: Restaurants Canada’s James Rilett, Assistant Deputy Health Minister Martha Greenberg, Restaurants
Canada’s Joyce Reynolds, and Director of Strategic Initiatives Sherene Lindsay.

Good news for Saskatchewan
restaurateurs! The province’s
Workers’ Compensation Board
(WCB) dropped restaurant
employer premiums by 3.2 per
cent to a rate of $0.92 per $100 of
insurable earnings, effective Jan.
1, 2015.

Calling for fair chicken prices
Restaurants Canada wrote an open letter to Premier Kathleen Wynne asking
for fair and transparent chicken prices. The lack of transparent pricing
artificially raises the price of chicken, which harms our members and
consumers. We called on the government to:
• reveal the cost formula for producing Ontario chicken;
• revise the existing price formula publicly;
• allow an independent third party to swiftly complete the price review process
that has dragged on for several years, with interested parties such as the
Chicken Farmers of Ontario and Restaurants Canada giving feedback.
Visit www.restaurantscanada.org to read the full letter.
www.restaurantscanada.org |
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Legislative Update
Organics ban
Restaurants Canada reminds
members that Metro Vancouver’s
organics ban took effect Jan. 1.
We encourage you to speak to
your hauler and implement an
organic waste diversion plan,
if you have not done so. Bylaw
enforcement begins in July. Visit
www.restaurantscanada.org to
learn more about the ban and
implementation tips for restaurants.

Minimum wage in B.C.
Restaurants Canada urges the B.C. government to end minimum wage
uncertainty. We joined forces with other small business groups to ask that future
increases be linked to inflation. We also discussed job creation and the labour
shortage, including the TFWP and the PNP.
Restaurants Canada’s
Mark von Schellwitz
(second from right)
with Jobs, Tourism
and Skills Training
Minister Shirley Bond
(centre), and other
representatives from
the Coalition of B.C.
Businesses.

B.C. proposal ups wine prices for licensees
The Liquor Distribution Branch’s (LDB’s) proposed wholesale formula would
increase the licensee price for wines that cost more than $20. As of April 1, 2015,
this model would force most licensees to raise wine prices and change selections.
Restaurants Canada met with the Premier’s office to explain how this
proposal would hurt our members and government’s liquor revenue. We again
recommended flat tax mark-ups and a wholesale price that includes licensees.
We suggested alternatives that would restrain the rising prices for medium and
premium wines.
Victory! Restaurants Canada won a significant decrease in the markup for
members. Visit www.restaurantscanada.org for an update.

Quebec makes satisfactory call on minimum wage
Restaurants Canada commends Labour Minister Sam Hamad for limiting
the general minimum wage increase to $10.55/hour on May 1, in line with
inflation. While any increase in labour costs is hard to absorb given cost
pressures facing members, matching inflation is reasonable. The minister
also extended the tipped wage differential. We are pleased he recognized the
value of wage differentials for employees who earn gratuities.

Update on Quebec tax credit on tips declared
As of January, the Quebec government had still not decided the fate of
the restaurant industry’s tax credit on tips declared. The government was
waiting for the Commission on Fiscality’s report, which evaluates tax credits
in various industries. Restaurants Canada had previously met with the
Commission to explain the importance of this tax credit to our industry.
We argued that eliminating it would close restaurants and cut jobs, due to
our industry’s razor-thin profit margins in recent years. We will pressure
government to keep this tax credit intact.
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Legislative Update
Liquor and labour in N.S.
Restaurants Canada met with Labour Minister Kelly Regan to discuss the
minimum wage review, and the need for tip differentials. We raised our industry’s
issues with proposed new occupational health and safety regulations, which we
shared in the official consultation.
Restaurants Canada also met with Service Nova Scotia to discuss liquor licensing
and gaming in bars and restaurants.
L to R: Restaurants
Canada’s Luc Erjavec,
Minister Kelly Regan,
and Restaurants
Canada Directors Chris
Tzaneteas (Chrisco
Restaurants Ltd.) and
Steve McMullin (Grafton
Connor Group).

L to R: Restaurants
Canada member Tom
Brady (Wranglers
Lounge), Service NS
CEO Joanne Munro,
Restaurants Canada’s
Luc Erjavec, and Service
NS Minister Mark Furey.

Have your say:
Alberta’s liquor laws
The Alberta Gaming and Liquor
Commission (AGLC) will meet with
Restaurants Canada to discuss how
the province’s liquor laws can be
modernized to help our industry.
Share your suggestions on improving
Alberta’s liquor laws by contacting
Restaurants Canada’s Mark von
Schellwitz at mvonschellwitz@
restaurantscanada.org.

Find employees in Alberta youth job fair
Restaurants Canada invites members to participate in a high school job
fair on March 11 in Sherwood Park. The job fair will be held at Bev Facey
Community High School (Sherwood Park, Alta.), on March 11 between
4 p.m. and 9 p.m. This initiative is part of our work with the Alberta
government and other parties to develop the province’s workforce.
Restaurants Canada will present at the event to promote hospitality
career awareness. Registration is free. Visit www.restaurantscanada.org
to sign up your business and attract youth to our industry.

Edmonton late-night transit service gets green light
Following Restaurants Canada recommendations, Edmonton has
approved new late-night transit service. We had worked with Responsible
Hospitality Edmonton to call for better late-night transit options to
improve safety for restaurant industry guests and staff. Starting in
September, the late-night service will run five core routes every 30
minutes until 3 a.m. each day. Visit www.restaurantscanada.org to see
the proposed routes.

www.restaurantscanada.org |
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Legislative Update
Cutting waste in Manitoba
Manitoba proposes to halve landfill waste by 2020. Four of the seven target
areas will impact most of our members: composting, consumer product
recycling, carry-out retail plastic bags, and hard-to-recycle products.
Minister Gord Mackintosh was open to our idea to create industry advisory
committees, which we will sit on. Restaurants Canada urges members
to review the proposals at www.restaurantscanada.org, and weigh in on
the proposed targets by March 20. We will also submit a response by the
deadline. Contact Restaurants Canada’s Dwayne Marling at 204-926-8557 or
dmarling@restaurantscanada.org to share your thoughts.

Brewing up a local craft beer strategy in Manitoba
Restaurants Canada sits on the Craft Beer Industry Advisory Committee – a
government initiative to develop Manitoba’s craft brewing industry. We will
represent our members’ interests in all discussions, and call for transparent
and equal treatment of all licensees. The committee will submit a strategy to
the government by spring. Members can share their opinions by contacting
Restaurants Canada’s Dwayne Marling at 204-926-8557 or
dmarling@restaurantscanada.org.

In memoriam

William Edward Frank
The restaurant industry lost a good friend and leader with the passing of Bill Frank
on Jan. 14. Bill rose from bus boy to President at Edwards Fine Food Limited, and
served as chair of the CRFA (now Restaurants Canada) Board of Directors in 1987.
Below are a few words from his colleagues:
“Anyone who has come in contact with Bill knows he always put every part of
himself into everything he did – work, family or hobbies. Once you were lucky
enough to be brought into his world, you were there forever.”—Christopher Rusted
“Bill lived and worked with a fierce passion driving his determination to do
things right and well, whether it was in business, in charity work, or associations
including Restaurants Canada, formerly CRFA. I am very glad to have known Bill
and had him as a friend." – Griff Tripp
“Bill always made us aware of our duty to make things better. Those of us who
had the privilege to work with him loved Bill for his candor. He will be remembered
fondly and I feel honoured to have known him.” – Bill Vernon
Visit www.restaurantscanada.org to read the full tribute by Christopher Rusted.
Linda Kouwenhoven
It is with deep sadness that Restaurants Canada announces the passing of
Linda Kouwenhoven, Member Records Co-ordinator, on Jan. 12. As a part of the
Restaurants Canada family since 1996, Linda was committed to our association
and industry, and provided service and support to our members. She also played a
key role in managing our Buyers Guide.
Linda will be remembered for her quick wit and strong team spirit. She also
loved cooking and baking – a passion she passed to her son Dax, a sous chef
in Toronto. It is never easy to say goodbye to a dear colleague. Linda was an
important member of our team and she will be missed.
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Member Services Corner
Reward your employees
with a benefits program
By Paul McKay, Member Services

In a tough labour market, attracting and retaining engaged employees can be
a challenge. To help our members, Restaurants Canada offers the Restaurant
Protect Employee Benefits Program* to attract high-performing staff in an
affordable way.
You call the shots
Customized for Restaurants Canada members, the Restaurant Protect Employee
Benefits Program lets you decide how much you contribute to a “Health Spending
Account” (HSA). You can spend as little as $111 per employee per month, and you
don’t have to worry about unexpected annual premium increases. Employees can
spend your contributions on various medical and dental expenses permitted under
the Income Tax Act.

A perk that works
• You decide who gets a Health
Spending Account
• Pay as little as $111 per month
• Your employee chooses how to
spend the funds

A tax-smart program
As an employer, your contributions are tax-deductible. HSA dollars spent by your
employees are considered non-taxable income.** This design avoids the expense
and complexity of most traditional group programs.
Non-traditional and designed for restaurateurs
The Restaurant Protect HSA is not a group insurance program, so you get to decide
which employees participate. Also, unlike a traditional plan, unused contributions
can be carried forward for a year. After two years, the Canada Revenue Agency
(CRA) requires unused funds be returned to you, the contributing employer. You can
then retain the funds, bonus them out to the employee, or contribute them to the
employee’s RRSP. It’s your choice.
Covers all your bases
The Restaurant Protect Employee Benefits Program offers well-rounded coverage
and is easy for employees to use:
• For additional protection, the HSA automatically includes Excess Medical
Insurance to a lifetime maximum of $1 million. This covers unexpected
expenses for a serious illness or accident, above the employer contribution
amount to the HSA.***
• The HSA program includes 24-hour Accidental Death and Dismemberment
Insurance coverage of $20,000 for each covered employee.
• An Employee & Family Assistance Program (EAP) provides HSA participants and
their eligible family members with counselling.
• A Restaurant Protect Pay Direct Visa© Health Benefits Card can be used at
pharmacies, dental offices and other providers to simplify the payment process.
• Claims can be submitted by a Smartphone app. Employees can view their
account balance online any time.
Consult with us today
For more information, contact Restaurants Canada’s Member Services Team at
1-800-387-5649 or membership@restaurantscanada.org.

Contact us
Your Member Services Team is here
to help. To learn more about our
cost-savings programs, contact us at
1-800-387-5649 or membership@
restaurantscanada.org.

* Due to tax policies, this program is not available in Quebec.
** Excluding Provincial Income Tax for Quebec residents.
***Excess Medical Insurance ceases when the employee reaches 70 years of age.
www.restaurantscanada.org |
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Groupex

Why Groupex?
Groupex Canada continues
to expand its list of industryleading manufacturer and
supplier partners to help
independent operators
successfully grow their
business. Groupex programs
and services can save you
thousands of dollars on
your everyday costs. Visit
www.groupex.com to learn more.

Cut your restaurant supply costs!
By Troy Taylor, Director of Operations at Groupex Canada

To better meet our members’ restaurant supply needs, Groupex has
partnered with Hendrix Restaurant Equipment & Supplies. Hendrix
has a reputation as a leading foodservice supplier with a strong brand
portfolio. This partnership addresses several concerns Groupex
members raised about their restaurant supply needs.
What members want
Our members told us they want a restaurant equipment supplier that:
• offers a wide range of restaurant supply products at an everyday low price;
• provides convenience in a one-stop-shop format;
• solely focuses on restaurant equipment, with the service and expertise to
effectively help when needed; and
• provides an easy order and delivery system.
Groupex surveyed the marketplace and determined that Hendrix is the clear choice
for our members.
What Hendrix offers
Hendrix can design and redesign complete kitchens, or provide any kitchen
equipment or supplies an operator would need. Members can access and order a full
range of products, at discounted prices for delivery directly to their establishment.
Products include smallwares, pots and pans, ovens and fryers.
Hendrix carries a wide assortment of top name brands including: True,
Rubbermaid, Browne, Vollrath and Tableware Solutions.
It’s easy to start ordering online
Hendrix is launching a Web portal exclusively for Groupex members. Members can
go online to access and order a full range of products for direct delivery.

Groupex members: Set up your online account by contacting Hendrix Customer
Service at 1-855-687-2706 or groupex@hendrixequip.com. Simply provide your
account name, an e-mail address and phone number. Hendrix will set you up with
login information to access the dedicated Groupex Web portal on its site. You can
start ordering!
Restaurants Canada members: You also have access to the program
through Groupex and can get started by contacting Groupex at 1-800-670-6800 or
sales@groupex.com.
About Hendrix
Hendrix Foodservice Equipment was founded in 1981 in Brockville, Ontario. Since
then, Hendrix has expanded to include nine locations across Canada. Each location
has a showroom with quality kitchen supplies for the discerning chef.

“We will work with the Groupex team to provide
introductory offers and use our wide range of
supplies partners to provide ongoing specials to
Groupex members.”
– Kevin Kerr, VP Sales of Hendrix
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Research
It’s a crude world: The fall of oil prices
By Chris Elliott

In a mere seven months, the price
of oil has plummeted. Prices have
more than halved from $107 US a
barrel last June to less than $50 this
January – and they could stay low for
the next couple of years. This dramatic
collapse in prices has implications for
Canadians. Some will benefit, others
will struggle, and the restaurant
industry will see a bit of both.
Who wins
After enduring years of rising gas
prices, most Canadians welcome the
relief at the pumps. BMO Financial
Group estimates that Canadian
households will save $20 billion a
year, which works out to $1,500 per
family. But what will Canadians do
with these savings? While a sizeable
portion will likely be used to pay
down the massive household debt,
it’s fair to assume a small slice will
go to discretionary
spending. If
just 5% of the
additional
$1,500 is spent
at restaurants,
foodservice
operators would
earn an extra $1
billion – no small
feat.
Chris Elliott is
Lower oil
Senior Economist at
Restaurants Canada.
prices and the
corresponding
drop in the loonie will also spur
manufacturing production and jobs,
which benefits Central Canada the
most. Ontario, for example, will post
the strongest economic growth in
2015, advancing 2.6%.
A lower dollar and falling
gasoline prices will draw more
foreign tourists, which means
busier restaurants and more sales.
Certainly, the restaurant industry in
many parts of the country has much
to gain.

Oil prices take the plunge (price in US$)
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Who loses
As with most things in life, not everyone
will reap the benefits of falling oil
prices. Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Newfoundland and Labrador all have
economies heavily dependent on
the oil and gas industry, and will
bear the brunt of the impact. In fact,
Restaurants Canada’s Restaurant
Outlook Survey for Q4 of 2014
showed it’s mostly Alberta operators
who felt the pinch of dropping gas
prices – a reversal of fortune as high
gas prices pushed the province’s
foodservice industry to the front
of the pack for many years. After
enjoying some of the fastest-growing
sales in the country, Alberta can
expect to see modest gains in the
next few years.
However, all Canadians and
restaurateurs will pay more for
certain items. The drop in oil
prices had sent the Canadian
dollar tumbling to about $0.80
US by the end of January. A
lower loonie is good for exports
and tourism, but not so good
for operators who import foods.
Equity prices have also lost
steam. Canadians may have more
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money in their pockets, but their
investments are taking a hit.
Despite their dramatic drop, oil
prices may still make a sudden
comeback. For the time being,
our oil-rich provinces will have to
contend with modest growth rather
than the booming gains they’ve
enjoyed recently.

Just released!
Chef Survey
Restaurants Canada’s Canadian Chef
Survey tells you what’s hot and what’s
not in restaurant kitchens for 2015.
Professional chefs list the top trends in
food and drink, and what to expect next.
Visit www.restaurantscanada.org to
see the lists.
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THE
COST OF
CATERING
How effective menu pricing can help boost your catering profits
By Sandy Korem
I’m convinced more than ever that restaurant owners should have an off-site
catering revenue stream. I’m also convinced that many restaurant owners don’t
know how to start catering. I’ve seen it time and again: Restaurateurs think there
isn’t much difference between serving dinner to patrons in their restaurant and
serving the same dinner to guests at an off-site location. What often happens
instead is that the restaurateur books an off-site event and loses money before the
booking deposit (if they even ask for a deposit) hits their bank account.
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In this article we’re going to look at
how to correctly price a menu for an offsite catered event. It’s the No. 1 way
restaurant owners lose money when
catering. But, before we do, let me
emphasize how important staffing could
be for your company’s catering
operations. My catering company
recently secured a $500,000 account
simply because the previous caterer
consistently used the wrong staff for
their catered events. Your staff is
critical!

CATERING

HOW TO PRICE A MENU FOR AN OFF-SITE CATERED
EVENT

I know the drill. You are at your restaurant and a
customer has eaten your food, loves it and asks for the
owner. They meet you, gush about your food and then
tell you that they are having an event for 100 guests and
would love it if you could cater the event with staff and
serve your great Chicken a la Fabulous, which is the
specialty of the house. You are flattered and answer that
you would absolutely love to cater their party and then
you do the unthinkable — you hand them your
restaurant menu and say you can cater it for $15 per
person, which is the price for the Chicken a la Fabulous
on your restaurant’s dinner menu.
OMG — You just lost money before you even got a
deposit for the event!
First let’s work backwards so you get the drift of
what you just did and then I’ll teach you the right way
to price a menu for that event.
“WHAT YOU JUST DID” PARTY STATS:

Type of event: Casual outside by pool
Guest count: 100
Start time: 7 p.m.
End Time: 10:30 p.m.
Style of Service: Stations
Location: Client’s backyard
Quality plastic ware for plates, glasses, forks
Client to provide alcohol
Caterer to provide: Soft drinks, ice, tea and water;
tables for stations with cloths, bar with cloth and bar
back table

“WHAT YOU JUST DID” COSTING FACTS:

Soft drinks, tea, and water charged at $2.25 per
person (pp) = $225
Quality plastic ware at $2.95 pp (2 plates, 3 cups,
3 napkins, 2 forks) = $295
Staff = $765
• Two kitchen staff/waiter at $30 per hour 5:00
– 11:30 p.m. = $390
Two hours for one staff person to pick up food at
kitchen and then bring back after event = staff
paid $60. Charge the client $85
• One bartender 5:30 – 11:30 p.m. = $180
Ice delivered for $75. Charge client $90. If you
want to bag your own ice (really?) – you will need
approximately 300 pounds or more if hot
weather — charge the same as a local ice
company.
Table, bar, and cloth rentals from local rental
company = $291 including delivery and pick up.
If you provide them, charge at least $200.
Total = $1626 and you have not paid tax or provided
any food, much less your Chicken a la Fabulous

Here’s the right (translation: profitable) way to price the same event.
COSTING FACTS FOR 100 GUESTS:

Food Service for Chicken a la Fabulous at $18 pp...................................$1800*
Soft drinks, tea, water at $2.25pp........................................................................$225
Ice.......................................................................................................................................$90
Provide station tables, cloths, bar, bar back table...........................................$200
Staff
• 2 kitchen staff/waiter at $30 per hr. 5:00 – 11:30 pm ..............................$390
• 2 hours for staff to pick up and delivery back to kitchen...................... $180
• 1 bartender at $30 per hr. 5:30 – 11:30 p.m. ................................................$180
Event Production and Administrative Fee
(10 – 18% of balance)..............................................................................................$432
Tax.................................................................................................................................$274
Total............................................................................................................................$3,771

*I know your menu states $15 for the chicken, but there is no way that the
Chicken a la Fabulous on your menu can cost the same when catered at the pool
party because it has to travel a lot further than your guest’s table.
Let’s look at the “trail” of the Chicken a la Fabulous when made and served
in your restaurant.
Chicken is prepped
Chicken is crusted with fabulousness
Chicken is baked/seared
Chicken sits under the salamander
Chicken is served to the guests
Now, look at the “trail” of the off-site catered Chicken a la Fabulous.
Chicken is prepped the day before the event
Chicken rests overnight in the refrigerator
Chicken is crusted with fabulousness
Chicken is par baked/seared
Chicken is cooled
Chicken is packaged for travel
Chicken package is put into travel van crate
Chicken is loaded into van
Chicken travels to event venue
Chicken is unloaded
Chicken is baked/seared
Chicken rests in warming cabinet
Chicken is set on heating element on station or plated if a seated dinner
Look at the difference: 13 steps compared to five steps! And, you want to
charge the same for the Chicken a la Fabulous at an off-site event and the
chicken served in your restaurant? Think again!
Another item you may have noticed in the profitable way to cost a menu is
the charge for the plastic plates, cups and forks. It’s a service you are providing
to your client and you should be reimbursed for those expenses. If not, you are
taking it out of your profits from the amount you are charging for the food.

Top 5 Reasons Why a Restaurant
Should Offer Catering
1. Your overhead is already paid. You already own a kitchen, pay rent and
utilities for your restaurant. If needed, your staff can prep the “catered” food
on a second or third shift
2. No need to find customers, you have people who already love your food
3. You already have recipes in place
4. Your staff is trained
5. There’s always downtime at your restaurant every week
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I recently spoke at a food show and one
of the attendees came up to me after the
show and told me that I had just hit him
over the head with a baseball bat. Curious,
I asked, “How did I do that?” He stated that
for the past four to five years he had been
catering events and had always included
his staff in the cost of the food. He was
always pricing the food right (multiplying
the wholesale cost three times) when
charging the client but never added in the
actual staff costs.
He said, “I can’t even bear to go back and
look at how much money I lost. You showed
me that my company was absorbing all of
that labour. I’ve always read that catering
could be extremely profitable but I just
couldn’t understand how that could be. I’ve
lost money for years, but that’s not going
happen anymore!”
If you are afraid of charging for the
kitchen/wait staff, look at this way. Does
the client know reputable, experienced
people who can provide this service and
know the food well enough to make sure it
is heated and served correctly? Can they
find a certified bartender they would trust
to serve their guests? The answer is “of
course not!” But you do. You found the
staff. You trained the staff. You reserved
the staff for dates and times. You made

sure they are all certified and dressed appropriately. YOU must be paid for your experienced
staff that you are providing your clients.
Finally, you must establish minimums for catering off-site. You will make NO money for
a guest count of five or 10. You will definitely lose money. My company has a minimum of
30 as our guest count. We turn down clients all the time. I use to take EVERY client that
called. When you begin catering you are probably going to think that you HAVE to take
every call to establish your name. I would be very selective about doing that if you are set
on starting that way. If I were starting my business today, I would start at a minimum of
30 guests. Why lose money?
Final thought: all of the information I have given you in how to price a profitable menu
for an event is based on accurate recipe costing cards. If your recipes are not costed
correctly, all of what I have explained is just a guess for your profitability. If you wish to
know how to cost your recipes correctly, send me an email at sandy@thecateringcoach.com.

Top 6 Mistakes Restaurants Make When
Starting a Catering Revenue Stream:
1. They do not know how to CORRECTLY price a profitable catering menu
2. They do not charge for all of the costs that they should for the event
3. They don’t provide a dedicated email address or phone line just for catering
4. They don’t understand how long it takes to properly set up an off-site event
5. They don’t understand proper food portioning for the event
6. The type of person and training required for event staff is not the same as for restaurant staff
After more than two decades in the catering industry, Sandy Korem started an elite coaching
company called The Catering Coach. She teaches restaurateurs how to maximize their off-site
catering potential and helps caterers take their business to the next level. For more information
visit TheCateringCoach.com.

EGG CHEF
Free, customized POS materials
to promote your egg menu items!
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sh Eggs
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rio eggs
served
with bacon, ham
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and coffee/tea
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peameal bacon
on an English muffin,
drizzled with holland
aise sauce,
served with homefr
ies
and coffee/tea

$11.99

Plus tax

Plus tax
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Designed for foodservice operators to create
customized marketing materials to promote
eggs to your customers for FREE.
Sign up today at
eggchef.ca
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CRAFT
BREWED
CRAFT
BREWED
(BEFORE IT WAS COOL)
(BEFORE IT WAS COOL)

HOCKLEYBEER.CA
HOCKLEYBEER.CA
ASK FOR HOCKLEY AT YOUR LOCAL LCBO
ASK FOR HOCKLEY AT YOUR LOCAL LCBO

CONSUMER TRENDS

INSIGHTFUL
INNOVATION

Innovation a key ingredient for successful foodservice operations

By Andrew Hui
With a mixed economic outlook for different parts of the country in 2015, foodservice operators will be under even more
pressure to build or retain traffic while protecting overall profitability. As the demands and expectations of consumers continue
to evolve and day-to-day operating costs increase, successful foodservice operators will be those who quickly bring innovative
and profitable products to market.
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Innovation is often a challenge for
foodservice organizations. Different
regulations, overhead costs, and most
importantly, consumer preferences have
made it difficult to simply parachute a
product developed elsewhere into
Canada. And yet, innovation has an
enormous impact on building traffic and
improving profitability.
For example, in November 2014, Tim
Hortons began heavily promoting the
launch of its Dark Roast blend in
Canada. In November and December
2014, the Ipsos Food Service Monitor
estimated that Dark Roast accounted for
10 to 12 per cent of all brewed coffee
sold by foodservice in Canada and about
17 to 20 per cent of Tim Hortons’
brewed coffee menu – an enormous
achievement in just two months!
GRABS BIGGER MARKET SHARE

With McCafé, the introduction of
specialty coffee has enabled McDonald’s
to capture an estimated eight to 10 per
cent of the specialty coffee market — a
market once well-controlled by operators
like Starbucks and Second Cup. With
Tim Hortons, specialty coffee is estimated
to represent eight to 10 per cent of their
total hot coffee business.
At Ipsos, our experience has taught us
that winning innovations must be
anchored in consumer insight.
Rearranging ingredients to build a new
menu item is not enough to drive traffic
into the stores. Too often, foodservice
operators launch ideas using “gut feel”
rather than systematically developing
them starting with a fundamental
consumer insight.
For small chains or independent
operators who do not have large research
budgets, innovation can seem daunting
or financially impossible. However,
innovation can be successfully adopted
by any operator. While bigger budgets
will buy higher accuracy, the process is
largely similar:
Step 1 – Identify the consumer insight

A consumer insight is a revelation of a
significant gap between consumers’
aspirations and what they perceive as
available, which can be turned into a
business opportunity. For example, a
consumer insight that led to the McWrap
was a desire for a more portable
“sandwich” at McDonald’s. Consumer
insights, whether they are identified
through elaborate market research
techniques or simply by talking with

customers (and non-customers), are all
anchored in the act of communicating
with consumers. Small chain and
independent operators can leverage
consumer insights often offered by their
suppliers or ask customers directly. In
the age of social media, it is easier to get
ideas from customers of what they
would like to see on the menu.
Step 2 – Develop the innovation

The innovation must align with the
consumer insight but must also be
developed with financials in mind.
What are the food and labour costs?
What are the opportunity costs? Should
this new item replace an existing menu
item? How much complexity would this
new menu item add to the back-ofhouse? When developing new products,
do not waste resources testing ideas that
will never be financially viable.
Step 3 – Test the innovation

Gather a group of customers willing to
give an honest opinion and have them test
the product. Operators with research
budgets will often start by testing the
concept using a survey and if the concept
passes this hurdle, take it into in-market
testing. This approach helps to better
manage the costs of concept testing by
removing weak concepts early from the
innovation pipeline. For large operators the
cost of carrying weak concepts throughout
the pipeline is high, due to their more
complicated supply chain systems and
larger network of stores. Smaller operators
actually have an advantage when testing
the innovation in-store, as changes to the
recipe can be more easily made and
re-tested.

forecasted to generate materializing?
What changes need to be made to optimize
it further? Large operators often establish
performance benchmarks for their
innovations. If a product does not meet or
exceed these thresholds, the product may
be pulled from market. Learning is most
effectively done through a series of failures.
Smaller operators should not be discouraged
with failed innovations, but rather use them
as learning opportunities to create products
that will do well in-store.
Innovation is not just the introduction of
new products. Innovation is a process that
begins with a consumer insight, evolves
through significant testing, and builds
traffic and profit through marketing
support and great in-store execution. For
2015, foodservice operators will need a fastmoving, consumer-centric innovation
process to succeed.
Andrew Hui is a Vice President at Ipsos
Marketing and has helped his foodservice
clients through consumer insights for almost
10 years. Currently, Andrew leads the new
Ipsos Food Service Monitor, a syndicated,
market study launched in 2014 that measures
the foodservice industry in Canada. For more
information, contact Andrew by email at
andrew.hui@ipsos.com.

Step 4 – Launch

Even a strong concept can fail if it is not
sufficiently promoted or if it is not
executed well in-store. Small operators
are more likely to leverage in-store cues
(e.g. signage, servers telling customers
about the product, handing out samples)
to drive interest, but a healthy social
media presence can also be used to
generate awareness. In addition, backof-house training must support the
execution of the new product. Trial is
nice but re-purchase is better.
Step 5 – Re-evaluate

Once a new product is launched,
operators must review the performance
of the new item. Is it building sales as
expected? Are the profits it was
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Say Yes to Yog
For nutrition, flavour and versatility,
new yogurt offerings fit the bill
By Sean Moon

Long gone are the images of Birkenstocked hippies or wizened old
Bulgarians digging into a dish of their favourite dairy concoction— yogurt in
its myriad forms is now enjoyed by millions around the world, from toddlers
to grandparents, supermodels to bodybuilders. In fact, Canadian consumers
have been lapping up the silky smooth delight in ever-increasing numbers
— thanks in large part to the recent popularity of Greek yogurt — both at
home and in their favourite restaurants. With such a wide variety of styles and
flavours available, foodservice operators would be well served to give this
international dairy staple more than a passing thought.
With its creamy texture, wonderfully
sweet, yet refreshingly tangy flavour
profile and its abundant healthful qualities,
it is no surprise that yogurt has captured
the hearts and tastebuds of Canadians.
Popular with everyone from the on-the-go
fitness enthusiast to dessert-loving
hedonists, yogurt is quickly becoming a
foodservice menu must-have.
“Yogurt is a versatile food that can
easily be incorporated into different
recipes, from starters to dessert,” says
Jamie Millette, key account manager for
Danone. “It can be appreciated by cooks
for its unique taste, but also for its
texture and good nutritional profile. By
incorporating yogurt into recipes,
operators can leverage the increased
nutritional value as well as reducing
certain costs in other ingredients.”

incredible recipe versatility. This makes
it not only a favourite with chefs looking
to add both flavour and healthy
functionality to their dishes, but also
with bean-counting operators with their
eye on the financial bottom line.
“Greek yogurt is a major opportunity for
chefs and foodservice operators,” says
Andreane Leblanc, spokesperson for
Ultima Foods, makers of iögo brand
yogurt. “Greek yogurt can replace
mayonnaise, sour cream or cream cheese in
a recipe. For the consumer, it’s more
nutritious, especially with the protein
intake. Also, the perceived value of the meal
is increased, which is very positive for
profitability. Most Canadians adjust recipes
to make them healthier. Restaurants and
foodservice also need to do the same.”
NEW FLAVOURS ABOUND

GET ME TO THE GREEK

Although there are several yogurt
trends that have become increasingly
popular in the last few years, none has
been as prevalent as Greek yogurt. Now
one of the largest segments of yogurt
consumption across Canada, Greek
yogurt has a high-protein content and
superior nutritional profile, along with
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Leann Claerbout, Business Team Lead,
Convenience and Food Service, for
General Mills Canada, adds that
even with consumers’ eagerness to
accept new and exotic flavours, the
company’s Greek yogurt offerings
such as Mediterranée or Classique
have never been as popular as
they are today.

DAIRY

ogurt
“By offering Greek yogurt in your
restaurant, your clientele will know
you are aware of emerging trends,”
s ay s C l a e r b o u t . “ G r e e k yog u r t
offerings should bring new client
consumption to an establishment and
Greek-style yogurt products also
p r ov i d e o p p o r t u n i t i e s fo r m e n u
innovation. This should provide the
consumer a higher quality product
offering leading to higher client
satisfaction.”
Keeping in step with the Greek yogurt
trend is the consumer preference for
indulgent, pleasurable and dessertinspired flavours such as coconut,
passion fruit and key lime. These flavours
have not only garnered new fans for their
perceived indulgent qualities, but have
also allowed chefs and operators to
expand their yogurt offerings beyond the
traditional dayparts of breakfast and
lunch to dinnertime dessert and
afternoon snacks.
NOT JUST FOR BREAKFAST
ANYMORE

“ W h i l e s t r aw b e r r y,
vanilla and plain remain
t h e m o s t p o p u l a r,
flavours like coconut,

mango, and cherry are leading category
growth,” says Claerbout. “This has
enabled yogurt to move beyond breakfast
and grow overall consumption. The
after-dinner eating occasion, which has
long been popular in France, is now
g rowing in Canada. Yogur t has
responded with innovation to meet this
need through flavours like apple pie,
caramel and white chocolate.”
Leblanc says yogurt producers need to
stay on top of flavour trends and recipe
innovation, something she says Ultima
Foods has been able to achieve with
several of its more “indulgent” brands.
“After dinner (for dessert), there is a
big opportunity to position yogurt as a
delicious and nutritious choice,” says
Leblanc. “Indulgent yogurt, such as our
coconut and passion fruit varieties,
creates an opportunity for chefs to
experiment, particularly with desserts.
For example, an indulgent yogurt like
iögo Moment or Olympic Krema can
easily replace whipped cream and
ice cream.”
A HEALTHY ALTERNATIVE

Of course, yogurt’s health halo has
always been one of the main reasons for
its longevity and popularity with
consumers. As a convenient, go-to food
for a quick snack or even meal (think
yogurt smoothie) on the run, yogurt is
often presented as a nutritional
powerhouse. And with drinkable
variations such as Kefir becoming more
readily available, Canadians are likely to
keep yogurt on their nutritional radar for
years to come.
“Consumers are more and more
conscious of their health and want
calories that matter,” says Millette.

“Yogurt is a champion food as it
contains calcium, vitamin A and D,
bacterial cultures and other important
nutrients our body needs on a daily basis.
By providing nutritious, on-the-go
snacking options like parfaits and
smoothies, operators can generate
incremental sales and profits.”
In addition to the beneficial ingredients
it does contain, yogurt is also notable for its
ability to often be well tolerated by some
people with lactose intolerance, an evergrowing concern for today’s healthconscious consumer.
“Many lactose intolerant people can eat
yogurt because the bacteria help digest the
lactose content of the product,” explains
Millette. “It’s more than tasty food – it’s
smart nourishment.”
LACTOSE-FREE OPTIONS

Claerbout says that with General Mills
brands such as Yoplait Yoptimal and
Liberté Greek also available in lactose-free
versions, yogurt’s health halo is becoming
even more brilliant.
“Yogurt is a convenient, low-fat way to
consume dairy and obtain your daily
Vitamin D requirements. And with its two
billion good bacteria coming from 10
different strains and clean ingredient deck,
products such as Kefir have a lot to offer in
terms of maintaining good gut health.”
Packed with nutrition, full of enticing
flavours and extremely versatile for use in
recipes, yogurt is poised to make even
greater headway onto foodservice menus
across the country. It truly is one magical
multitasker.
“Yogurt can be eaten anytime, from
breakfast to dessert and can also be
integrated as an ingredient in meals,”
says Leblanc. “It is a fantastic product.”
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

FROM
KITCHEN
TO SHELF

Top 10 tips for effective retail product development
By Winnie Chiu
Taking a recipe from concept to commercialization can be a long,
ambiguous and expensive process, especially for small- and
medium-sized businesses. That’s why the Centre for Hospitality and
Culinary Arts at George Brown College, Toronto, established its
Food Innovation & Research Studio (FIRSt). Building on the
college’s record of applied research and innovation, industry
engagement and culinary excellence, FIRSt offers services in
product and recipe commercialization, nutritional labeling and
consumer sensory evaluation, led by expert staff and chef faculty.
Before becoming Director of FIRSt, I gained valuable insights into
successful product development while working for a world renowned food
company. This experience now helps me guide our clients through their
journey of creating food products.
For the latest industry
The term “Research and Development,” or R&D for short, may sound
overly scientific and intimidating to some people. At FIRSt, we explain it as
developments and
“a combination of culinary and scientific knowledge acquisition with the
foodservice news, visit:
application of the knowledge for performance of business goals.”
Engaging a third party to assist in product development from an existing
recipe is highly beneficial because it provides objectivity. While the original
creator may be able to perfect it, biased feedback can very often skew the
development objective for the target end-users.
Here are our top 10 tips to guide effective product development:
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

1. Ask The Consumer

6. Everything Is Not For Everyone

While this sounds like a no-brainer, far too often clients who insist
they understand consumers’ preferences, without sound data,
find out otherwise. Consumers’ attitudes towards using products
may vary in different environments. As an example, FIRSt helped
an established, privately owned restaurant transform a popular
menu item into a retail concept for market segment expansion.
We conducted a direct consumer survey with restaurant-goers
before developing prototypes. The result was contrary to the
owners’ expectation but provided good insights to redirect their
focus to a different target consumer group.

Effective product innovation acknowledges how consumers
perceive the brand, the product offerings and the value
proposition. Making claims on “kosher, halal, low sodium, no
preservatives, low fat, gluten free, no MSG, vegan, and
extended shelf-life with minimal thermal process” all on one
cooking sauce would add a negative and confusing
connotation to the product.

2. Documentation For Change
To produce a consistent quality product, clear documentation is vital.
At FIRSt, we train our student researchers to keep accurate records of
all recipes. The popular saying of “it’s all in my head” does not cut it,
especially when dealing with multiple changes during development.

7. Need To Embrace Multicultural Influence
This is an essential part of the Canadian consumer landscape. The
diversity of people from over 200 countries provides unique
opportunities for us to learn about new ingredients and new ways to
use traditional ingredients. FIRSt recently helped a quick-serve
restaurant refine an Asian-style menu item that is quickly becoming
mainstream fare. By engaging George Brown College’s diverse
international and multicultural population of staff and students, the
industry partner gained pertinent consumer insights.

3. Food Science Is Not A Bad Thing
The science of food is fundamental to cutting-edge product
development. Chefs can create such tasty foods because they know
which ingredients complement one another and how to cook them to
produce optimal flavours and textures. Food scientists can create
safe, shelf-stable, consumer-relevant and cost-effective products
because they understand the processes and ingredients necessary
to scale up chef-inspired recipes. Interactions of ingredients and
manufacturing processes lie within the realm of food science.

8. Regulatory Compliance

4. Careful Ingredient Selection And Specification

9. Process Development

While the “soup du jour” is a sought-after menu item at restaurants,
ingredient substitution for a retail product is more complicated. The
psychology of the retail consumer is to expect no variation in
product quality. Substitution can upset the balance of product
attributes but the challenge is inevitable due to availability and
pricing challenges, so changes must be tested against the original
profile. For example, a simple strawberry flavour can feature floral,
candy, ripe and cooked notes. Creating a quality specification
would greatly help consistency and standardization, whether you’re
using lentils from Saskatchewan, frozen rhubarb from Ontario,
basmati rice from India or olive oil from Italy.

Like à la carte versus banquet cooking, conversion efficiency to
large batch can pose significant challenges. The key is to
understand how ingredients and processes are affected in an
exponential way. There is much more to scaling recipes than
just multiplication. The proportion, order of addition, size of
equipment and manufacturing capability will all affect process
times and the quality of the finished product.

5. Be Patient
While a dish at the restaurant is served within three to five
minutes of being cooked, this is never the case for a retail
product. The prototype must be evaluated after being aged for a
period of time, under the same conditions that it will face before
reaching consumers.

It is important to safeguard your consumer as well as your
brand. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) has a
comprehensive website that covers subjects ranging from food
safety to food labeling. Some of these regulations are not cut
and dry. Facilities such as FIRSt have the expertise to help
decipher compliance.

10. Who Should Make Your Products
Having your own manufacturing facility is a luxury. In most cases, a
co-manufacturer is commissioned to run production trials and smaller
test batches. Production line time is precious, and process parameters
should be discussed and agreed upon to ensure cost effectiveness.
Consumer food choices are often tied to emotional experiences. Robust
R&D activities will have a positive impact on consumers’ experiences of
your product and help gain brand loyalty in the longer term.

Winnie Chiu, M.Sc., is the Director of the Food Innovation and Research Studio (FIRSt) at George Brown College, Toronto. The applied research facility is the
first Technology Access Centre in Ontario, funded by the Government of Canada to enable industry easier access to the college’s talented faculty, creative
students and highly experienced food science technical expertise. Contact her at wchiu@georgebrown.ca. For more on FIRSt, visit www.georgebrown.ca/first.
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HealthyMenus
for Kids
Is your children’s menu costing
you customers?
By Sandra Brunton
As a restaurant owner, you need to have items that appeal to everyone who walks
through the door. The kids menu is usually the last thing you think about when you
are building a menu for your restaurant, but it shouldn't be.
Think about it this way: These are your future customers — do you want their
lasting impression of your restaurant to be mac & cheese? The time has come to
start looking beyond the standard kids menu and start offering healthy, delicious
choices for children that come to your restaurant. Most Canadian parents are very
concerned about their kids’ health; if you don’t offer good choices for kids, healthconscious parents will skip your restaurant. Children like healthy food, but they like
good-tasting healthy food like anyone else.
Here are five tips for a great kids menu:
1. Offer a gluten-free option

Gluten-free is more than just a trend
— parents of children with gluten
allergies are constantly looking for
new options for their kids. By offering
a gluten-free item on your menu, you
will appeal to a whole new audience.
Easy, kid-friendly substitutes for
gluten are: Quinoa or brown rice
pasta; coconut flour or brown rice
flour; and if you are looking to add
some crunch, brown rice crumbs will
do the trick.
2. Don't fry the small fry

If there is even one deep-fried item
on your kids menu, children will
gravitate towards it. By removing
fried options, your restaurant will
appeal to health-conscious parents.
Baked, grilled or even pan-fried is
much healthier and is also very tasty.

3. Don't forget the young connoisseur

The foodie trend is on the rise. If
little foodies are in your restaurant
and you have nothing interesting to
offer them, they won't be returning
customers. Offer an item that will
tickle their taste buds and make them
e xc i t e d ab o u t c o m i n g t o yo u r
restaurant.
4. It's all in a name

Giving your kids menu items fun
names can make all the difference.
One of our most popular kids dessert
items is a gluten-free banana squash
cookie, but if we called them that
nobody would try them. We call them
“super banana cookies” and the kids

get excited about them because the
name sounds fun. Do the same to your
kids menu items to appeal to your
little audience.
5. Hide the veggies

The healthy component to your kids
menu will be a huge selling point to
the parents, but not so much to the
kids. An easy way to incorporate
veggies under the radar is to make
sure things like onion and garlic are
finely minced, as are kale, spinach and
other hearty greens. You can also add
veggie purees to sauces and soups
that will add flavour and nutrients
without altering the texture.

Sandra Brunton is Culinary Nutritionist with Sure Chef. If you’d like more help in creating your kids
menus, Sure Chef offers kids menu development classes for your staff. Together they can build a kids
menu that matches the cuisine of your restaurant, as well as the health criteria a well-balanced meal for
a child should meet. For more information visit www.surechef.com.
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Don’t let the reviews say
“great service, bad air.”
Ensure optimal indoor air quality with
state-of-the-art solutions from Clinicair.
Your building is so sealed to the elements that dust, humidity,
volatile organic compounds and hidden gases gets trapped inside.
and unless treated properly and regularly, this air can become a
reservoir for potentially unsafe contaminants and irritants for your
staff and guests. trust Clinicair to provide state-of-the-art services
specially designed to have everyone breathing easier.
• Medical Grade duct Cleaning
• indoor air Quality & Mould testing
• superior filtration solutions

Contact Clinicair today to schedule medical-grade duct
cleaning and indoor air quality assessment services
from Canada’s only professional air quality specialists.

For a free estimate call 647-777-1044
Toll Free: 1-877-318-3588 • clinicair.ca
CliniCair is Proud to offer
Proud MeMber of
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TAFFER
TO THE
RESCUE
By Lisa Michaels

If you call a Ghostbuster to get rid of
ghosts, who do you call to help with
your struggling bar or restaurant?
Jon Taffer.
Jon Taffer may be best known to many from the hit TV show “Bar Rescue,” but he
has a 30-year career in bar and restaurant management and consulting, and that
wealth of expertise is just what a bar owner needs. Taffer’s vast experience spans
the entire spectrum of the food and beverage, hotel and hospitality arenas. He has
created, developed and managed casual restaurants, entertainment venues,
nightclubs, bars, stadium/arena food service, resort facilities, and large theme
restaurants. He’s also starred in two hit TV shows and is a best-selling author.
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B o r n i n N e w Yo r k , T a f f e r ’ s
entrepreneurial spirit started at a
young age, when he hired a team of
kids to support his service business at
summer camp. However, his path to
bar and restaur ant management
didn’t follow a straight line. He
majored in political science in college,
but it was a part-time bartending job
where he really found his passion.
He moved west for his fir st
management job at the legendary
Troubadour bar in Hollywood. He
was surprised to discover that a
famous, jam-packed bar could actually

PROFILE

Taffer’s overarching
philosophy is this:
All business is
about creating the
right reactions in
your customers
and you can learn
to control those
reactions to a very
large degree.

lose money — and his path was set.
After managing another iconic bar, he
started consulting on bar management
and then opened his own bar. At one
point, Taffer owned 17 different
establishments. Since then, he’s
consulted with over 1,000 bar and
restaurant owners.
In 2011, Taffer embarked on a new
way to spread his expertise as the host
and executive producer of “Bar Rescue,”
now in its third season on Spike TV. In
each episode, he spends a week at a bar
helping the owners with every aspect of
the business, including creating a
profitable drink and food menu,
managing crowds and dealing with
disgruntled employees. While Taffer
may seem imposing to owners and staff
with his in-your-face style, his objective
is to transform struggling bars into
vibrant and profitable establishments
and set the owners on the path to
financial success.
CREATES SECOND CHANCE

In 2014, Taffer teamed up with
celebrity chefs John Besh and Tiffany
Derry on a new show called “Hungry
Investors” to help failing restaurants
get a second chance at success. In
each episode, two struggling
restaurants are put to the test in a
head-to-head competition, and the
one showing the most promise of
tur ning things around ear ns
significant cash investment.
So what if you’re not lucky enough
to be on one of his shows? Pick up his
book Raise the Bar: An Action Based
Method For Maximum Customer
Reactions, which distills the secrets
to running a successful enterprise
w i t h Re a c t i o n M a n a g e m e n t , a
str ate g y and philosophy Taffer
developed and uses in his business
and on “Bar Rescue.” Appearing on
the Wall Street Journal’s best-seller
list after being published in 2013,
Raise the Bar provides actionable,
proven str ategies for immediate
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impact. In Canada, Raise the Bar is
available as a book and an e-book at
Chapters Indigo and at Amazon.ca.
Taffer’s devotion also extends to
the larger foodservice community. A
member of many boards, he is a
founding member of the Nightclub &
Bar Advisory Board, and has been
i n t i m a t e l y i n vo l v e d w i t h t h e
Nightclub & Bar Convention and
Trade Show and Nightclub & Bar
magazine since its inception. As one
of on ly si x i n d u cte e s i n to the
American Nightclub Hall of Fame,
Taffer is also the holder of such
distinctions as “Pub Master” in the
United Kingdom, along with multiple
honors as “Operator of the Year” and
winner of “Property of the Year.”
MEET JON TAFFER

The Restaurants Canada Show is
pleased to bring Jon Taffer to the show
for the first time. He will offer his
no-nonsense strategy for eliciting just
the right emotional reactions in
customers and distill the secrets to
running a successful enterprise. Taffer’s
overarching philosophy is this: All
business is about creating the right
reactions in your customers and you can
learn to control those reactions to a
very large degree.
Jon Taffer’s seminar takes place on
Sunday, March 1 at 12:30 p.m. Limited
seats may still be available for purchase –
ask at the Registration Desk. Taffer will be
in the Shake and Sling pavilion afterwards
to meet attendees and sign autographs.
So take heart, struggling bar owners.
There is hope out there to help you turn
things around and it might be driving
down your street right now. When
Taffer isn’t busy in front of the camera
or in the boardroom, he can be found
traveling the country with his wife
Nicole in their custom-built tour bus.
So who you gonna call? Jon Taffer.

June 16 – 18, 2015
Caesars Windsor
Windsor, Ontario

“Where the Canadian Gaming Industry Meets”

See you at Caesars Windsor

...for the Food & Beverage Conference

The Canadian Gaming Summit is excited to announce that a new category, Food & Beverage, has
been added to the list of educational program session tracks for 2015. Joe Moore, Director of Food
& Beverage at Caesars Windsor, our 2015 host hotel, will be the Food & Beverage Committee Chair.

www.CanadianGamingSummit.com

Illinois and Canada
The $3 billion connection
For the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (ILDCEO), it’s a business relationship that goes back
more than 25 years. In fact, ever since opening an ofﬁce in Canada in 1990, working with its northern neighbor has just made
good business sense.
Recent statistics reveal a remarkable relationship between the
American state and its Canadian cousin. In 2013, total exports into
Canada from Illinois came to a staggering US$17.5 billion, making
Canada the top international destination for Illinois products. The total
trade between the state and Canada in food and agricultural products
alone was nearly $3 billion. Thanks to their geographical proximity and
similar business practices, Canada has become the ideal market for
Illinois companies, including the 15 Illinois-based businesses in Toronto
to show off their products and services at this year’s Restaurants
Canada Show.
“We are extremely impressed with the size and breadth of our Illinois
delegation to the 2015 Restaurants Canada Show,” says Jeffrey Johnson,
managing director of the State of Illinois Canada Ofﬁce. “It certainly
shows that Illinois is an agriculture powerhouse and Chicago is one of the
leading food processing and equipment clusters in North America.”
The State of Illinois Canada Ofﬁce oversees export development
and tourism promotion, foreign direct investment and the sourcing

of Illinois products by Canadian ﬁrms, with a particular focus on food
processing, life sciences and bioenergy.
Working in co-operation with the US Department of Agriculture,
Foreign Agricultural Service in Canada, Food Export USA, the Illinois
Department of Agriculture and the Small Business Development
Centers International Trade Centers, the ILDCEO is also part of the
U.S. Food and Beverage Alliance in Canada.
“It is an organization comprised of more than 30 U.S. industry and
commodity groups that are committed to promoting their products
in Canada,” says Jeff Zimmerman, agricultural attaché and director
of marketing for the USDA at the U.S. Embassy. “One of their most
important missions here in Canada is helping and connecting their
members with interested Canadian buyers.”
Be sure to stop by to chat with some of the many Illinois companies
listed below and help them feel welcome once again to the Restaurants
Canada Show. For more information, email Foreign Agricultural Service
and or USDA at agottawa@fas.usda.gov or agtoronto@fas.usda.gov.

Please Visit the Illinois Exhibitors at the 2015 Restaurants Canada Show:
Clown Global Brands – Booth 1834
1-800-323-5778
www.clownglobalbrands.com

Evergreen Manufacturing – Booth 1437
1-800-968-2243
www.napkinbrands,com

Sunstarr Apparel – Booth 1531
773-435-2000
www.sunstarrapparel.com

Columbus Vegetable Oils – Booth 1737
847-257-8920
www.columbusvegoils.com

La Preferida – Booth 1736
773-456-7200
www.lapreferida.com

Vanee Foods Company – Booth 1434
708-449-7300
www.vaneefoods.com

E. Formella & Sons – Booth 1734
1-877-598-0909
www.formellagourmet.com

National Pasteurized Eggs – Booth 1337
708-418-8500
www.safeeggs.com

Vienna Beef – Booth 1635
1-800-366-3647
www.viennabeef.com

EmberGlo – Booth 1335
1-866-705-0515
www.emberglo.com

Nielsen Massey Vanillas – Booth 1836
312-397-9494
www.nielsenmassey.com

Ying’s Kitchen – Booth 1436
847-403-7078
www.yingskitchen.com

Empanadas Patagonia – Booth 1435
630-568-3964
www.empanadaspatagonia.com

Olympia Foods – Booth 1534
773-735-2250
www.olympiagyros.com

Zing Zang Caesar Mix – Booth 1735
708-436-7730
www.zingzang.com

To learn more about the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO):
Jeffrey Johnson, Managing Director, State of Illinois Canada Ofﬁce
366 Adelaide Street E., Suite 224 | Toronto, ON M5A 3X9
Phone: 416-695-9888 ext. 202 | Fax: 416-695-9891
www.illinois.gov/dceo | www.exports.illinois.gov | www.enjoyillinois.com

Our Sincere Thanks
to the Following
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PLAYING IT SAFE

All Aboard!
How to get your staff to understand the importance of food safety
By Kevin Freeborn
Getting all of your staff on board with food safety plans
can be difficult. A study from the University of Guelph
looked into why employees may not do what they are
supposed to when it comes to implementation. While
the research was done in a processing environment, I
believe the factors are similar in foodservice
environments. Here’s how you can use the information
to create a supportive environment for employees
charged with implementing food safety systems.
The authors of the report, entitled “Background Factors
Affecting the Implementation of Food Safety Management
Systems” identify two stages required for changes in
employee behaviour:
1. Changing beliefs and motivating a change in behaviour
(buy in);
2. Creating an environment that facilitates changed
behaviour.
Based on the report, four questions emerged that
employees may be asking themselves. If you want your
food safety program to be successful, here are the
questions you need to address:
1. Is this a good thing for me to do? Will it make a difference?

Employees need to believe there are benefits to doing the things
that help keep food safe. Aside from altruistic reasons, personal
motivation plays an important role. For example, they might
think if the company is put out of business because of an
outbreak of foodborne illness, then “I am out of a job.”
Understanding the direct implications of their actions helps
employees believe in the need for changes in behaviour.
2. Who of importance thinks I should do it? How much does
it matter to me?

Co-workers play a big role in whether or not your employees
take their food safety role seriously. Peer influence can
outstrip that of the boss and other authorities such as health
inspectors. Open communication helps managers know what
employees think about food safety; walking the talk shows
management's commitment; and social pressure can help
sway employees to do the right thing. It takes a consistent
message from everyone, at all levels in the organization, to
influence an employee's perspective on the importance of
food safety.
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3. Am I able to do it? How easy is it?

Employees may not do what they are supposed to if they don't know
how or if the task is too difficult. Make sure your employees
understand how their actions affect safe food preparation. Each
employee should complete formal training related to their job
responsibilities for preparing food safely.
Food handlers can't do their job without the proper equipment
(e.g. employees can't take temperatures if they don't have
thermometers). This may seem obvious but I have met operators
that did not invest in the facility or equipment required to keep food
production safe.
Provide the time required to perform the food safety related tasks.
More efficient food production processes may free up time for
implementing a food safety system. If employees believe they can't
complete the additional work required of the food safety program
in the time they have available, the work won't get done.
Don't make employees 'bite off more than they can chew.’
Implement the changes gradually to allow some time for them to
adapt to the new system.
Finally, involve the employees. Allow discussion about the tasks
they must do to keep food safe. If they have input into factors that
affect them, they will feel they have some control over the
implementation process.
4. Is it a regular thing I do?

Once employees incorporate activities into the daily routine of
their jobs, food safety behaviours become a way of life at work.
Some will be done unconsciously, such as washing hands each
time they become contaminated or between work activities.
Other, more complex tasks, such as monitoring critical control
points, evolve as just part of the job.
Identifying the benefits and demonstr ating the
importance of food safety is key to getting food handlers
on board. Once employees believe in the value of safe food
preparation, operators can move toward implementation.
Give your team the training and resources required to
carry out their food safety tasks and these will become part
of everyday life as a professional foodservice employee.
The rest will be smooth sailing.
Kevin Freeborn is an award-winning consultant, author and speaker
with 30 years’ foodservice experience. Founder of Freeborn &
Associates, he has been retained by leading North American
organizations to develop food safety programs and training.
Freeborn can be reached at 1-888-829-3177. Visit www.NFSTP.ca

CRUNCHING NUMBERS

Canada's Leading Job Creator
Now employing more than 1.2 million Canadians, the
restaurant industry is the fourth-largest employer and the
number one job creator in 2014.

Total number of foodservice
employees in Canada in 2014

1,227,600

Share of Canadian jobs created by
the restaurant industry since 2009

1 in 9

Number of net new foodservice
jobs created in 2014

Fastest-growing age group of
foodservice employees

31,300

65+

Share of female
foodservice employees

61%
Share of male
foodservice employees

(up 68% since 2009)

Province with the largest increase
in foodservice jobs in 2014

Newfoundland &
Labrador (+6.8%)

39%
Fastest-growing
foodservice occupation
over the past five years

Province with the
weakest increase in
restaurant jobs in 2014

Foodservice
Supervisors
(+84%)

Manitoba
(-4.5%)

Share of foodservice
employees that work full-time

56%
Share of foodservice
employees that work part-time

44%
Number of foodservice
employees under the age of 25

512,200
Share of Canadian workforce
employed in the restaurant industry

6.9% (2014)
6.0% (1990)

Share of youth workforce
employed in the restaurant
industry

20.6% (2014)
14.8% (1990)

Source: Labour Force Survey, Statistics Canada
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